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Abstract

Over a decade ago, there was no standardised method for information shar-
ing during emergency situations. Governments, first responders, and emer-
gency practitioners often had to rely on what little technology that was
available to them. This situation slowed down communications, putting
entire recovery operations, and lives at stake. The Emergency Data Ex-
change Language (EDXL) is the umbrella standard for several emergency
communication standards that are being developed to address this issue.

The Semantic Web is slowly, but steadily becoming a natural extension of
the present-day Web. Thanks to efforts from researchers, and corporations
such as Google, Facebook, etc., we are seeing more, and more semantics
aware applications on the Web. These applications have been successful in
bringing Semantic Web technologies to the common user to a large extent.
Semantic Web technologies have found applications in a wide range of do-
mains, from medical research to media management. However, a study to
see if EDXL messaging standards can benefit from Semantic Web technolo-
gies has not yet been made.

In this thesis, we investigate the possibility of enabling Semantic Web
technologies for EDXL standards, specifically the EDXL Resource Messaging
(EDXL-RM) standard, and explore the benefits that can come out of it.
The possibility of converting XML based EDXL-RM messages to semantic
formats is explored at first. This step is achieved through the evaluation
of existing tools and technologies. Based on the outcome of this study,
an EDXL to OWL converter that works in two stages is developed. The
motivation for enabling semantic support for EDXL standards is illustrated
through several use cases.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter is divided in to five sections. Sections 1.1 and 1.2 introduce
the reader to EDXL and Semantic Web standards. Section 1.3 explains the
motivation for the thesis, and the research questions are proposed in Section
1.4. Section 1.5 explains how the thesis report is organised.

1.1 EDXL standards

In the event of a disaster, or an emergency situation there is a need for the
emergency community to communicate with each other, and emergency ser-
vice providers such as hospitals. The hospital publishes important informa-
tion such as bed availability, capacity, and services offered to the public. This
information aids the emergency community, and service personnel to make
sound decisions such as the hospital that the patient should be taken to,
optimal route to the hospital, etc. Hospitals often rely on customised soft-
ware to relay this information, and to communicate with other emergency
services. While this approach works, it is not the most efficient method. For
example, there would be a problem when the communicating parties do not
have compatible software, or uses different data standards. This situation
could lead to difficulties in sharing time critical data. Needless to say, there
is a great need for standardised formats that support seamless sharing of
emergency information.

In early 2003, the OASIS Emergency Management Technical Committee
began work on developing such a standardised format. OASIS interacted
with emergency practitioners from around the world, who provided detailed
requirements and draft specifications with support from the Emergency In-
teroperability Consortium (EIC). This resulted in the Emergency Data Ex-
change Language (EDXL) family of XML based messaging standards. The
EDXL standard is the umbrella standard consisting of several individual
standards. EDXL-DE (Distribution Element) became an OASIS standard
in 2006 [1]. EDXL-RM (Resource Messaging), and EDXL-HAVE (Hospital
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Availability Exchange) became OASIS approved standards in the year 2009
[2, 3]. In addition to these core standards, EDXL has other standards such
as the EDXL-SitRep (Situation Reporting), and EDXL-TEP (Tracking of
Emergency Patients). Together, these standardised data exchange formats
help to communicate emergency information sharing between hospitals, gov-
ernment agencies and the emergency community [4].

1.2 Semantic Web standards

Semantic Web is defined by Sir Tim Berners-Lee as “a web of data that can
be processed directly and indirectly by machines.” [5, p. 177] The essence
of Semantic Web lies in the fact that it would make it easier and seamless to
link together data while preserving their meaning, and their relationships.
These goals will be achieved while keeping machines in mind, i.e., making
the Web more machine friendly. Semantic Web is a key component of the
Web 3.0 initiative as it encompasses several related, but distinct technologies
that work towards this goal [6].

At the heart of the Semantic Web lies Resource Description Framework
(RDF), RDF Schema (RDFS), Web Ontology Language (OWL), SPARQL
Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL), and several other protocols.
Together these protocols enable the Semantic Web [6].

RDF specifications conceptually define, and model the information in
the Semantic Web. The data is represented as RDF triples, which outlines
the relationship between a subject, and an object through a predicate. Due
to its simple data model, and ability to model abstract concepts RDF has
found applications even outside the realm of Semantic Web [7].

The RDF Schema (RDFS) is built on top of the limited RDF vocabulary
to provide basic elements for the description of ontologies. RDFS introduces
the notion of Classes, Properties and Utility Properties. These are known
as RDF vocabularies, and once in this form one may use SPARQL [8] to
access them [9].

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) offers more features for describing
the meaning, and semantics than RDF, or RDFS. This makes it useful when
the intended document is to be interpreted, and reasoned by machines, which
requires a lot more than the basic semantics of RDFS. OWL brings a lot
more to the vocabulary by offering the relationship between classes (e.g.
disjointness), cardinality, characteristics of properties, enumerated classes,
etc. [10].

SPARQL is a query language designed to retrieve information stored in
RDF format. It is a part of the W3C Semantic Web stack [8].
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1.3 Motivation

Although there has been a lot of research and development in EDXL, and
Semantic Web standards there has been no studies that attempt to bring
these standards together. The purpose of this thesis is to study the EDXL
standards, and Semantic Web technologies with respect to emergency com-
munication. Although the two standards are poles apart, both are intended
to convey information. A special interest would be to investigate the viabil-
ity of using Semantic Web technologies such as RDF/OWL, SPARQL, etc.,
in emergency communication, instead of, or in addition to EDXL.

Semantic Web technologies offer several additional features when com-
pared to EDXL. It is also under active development. It then makes a case
to explore this avenue to see what benefits can be achieved by moving to
Semantic Web technologies from the EDXL format. It also needs to be seen
if there exists any potential drawbacks from doing so. Given the flexibil-
ity, and services offered by Semantic Web technologies, it is worthwhile to
investigate if it can replace the EDXL format.

1.4 Research questions

• Can Semantic Web technologies augment EDXL to offer services that
are beyond its current capabilities?

– Can we transform an EDXL message to Semantic Web format
with current tools that are available?

– Can such a transformation be carried out without losing the in-
formation that one is trying to convey?

– Are there any limitations imposed by such transformations?

• What are the benefits that can come out of enabling Semantic Web
technologies over EDXL?

1.5 Outline

The thesis is logically divided in to four parts: Introduction, System De-
sign, Results, Discussion and Conclusion. The nine chapters that make up
this report is organised among these parts. The remainder of this section
provides an overview of this organisation.

Introduction:

• The Introduction (Chapter 1) takes the reader to the problem domain,
motivation for the thesis, and proposes the research questions that are
answered in the thesis.
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• Literature Review (Chapter 2) documents the detailed study of EDXL
standards and Semantic Web technologies.

• Research Methodology (Chapter 3) explains the steps taken in order
to answer the research questions.

System Design:

• The tools and technologies that were studied to meet the research
goals are documented in Study of Existing Systems (Chapter 4).

• An EDXL to OWL Converter (Chapter 5) explains the design of the
proposed system, and motivation of selecting the individual compo-
nents that make up the system.

• Use Cases (Chapter 6) presents scenarios where a Semantic Web en-
abled EDXL messaging system can be advantageous motivating the
need for such a system.

Results:

• Chapter 7 - Evaluation of Results follows to document the outcome of
the studies that were conducted to address the research questions.

Discussion and Conclusion:

• Discussions (Chapter 8) sums up observations made during the course
of the thesis. It also contains suggestions for future work in this area.

• Conclusions drawn from the results, and final remarks are documented
in the Conclusions chapter (Chapter 9).
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter describes the background research conducted on key areas of
focus of the thesis, which are Semantic Web technologies, and EDXL family
of emergency messaging standards. The chapter begins with an introduc-
tion on the limitations of the Web, the motivation for the development of
Semantic Web, and various technologies that make up the Semantic Web.
The second part of the chapter is dedicated to the EDXL family of stan-
dards, its history, and a detailed study of some its component standards
that are relevant to this thesis.

2.1 The Semantic Web

The present Web makes it possible for an individual to do things like booking
a train ticket, or scheduling an appointment with a doctor. However, it
becomes increasingly difficult if the same task has to be automated through
software. This is because the Web was designed keeping human beings
in mind since the beginning. This limitation makes trivial tasks such as
booking a train ticket impossibly difficult to be performed by a machine
[11].

The Web is also getting larger day by day. This tremendous growth
makes it even more difficult to weed through all the data in the linked
documents to produce meaningful information. This is a tedious and time
consuming task, and would be better if a machine were to do it. Making
the web more machine friendly has become a necessity, and it has become
the prime directive of Semantic Web [11].

Let us discuss some of the problems of the present Web in more detail:

• Search engines retrieve information based on matching keywords, and
not necessarily by what they mean [12]. This method becomes a prob-
lem for ambiguous terms. For example, “Andromeda” could mean the
princess from Greek mythology, the nearest spiral galaxy to us, or the
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progressive rock band from Sweden. In other words, it is up to the
user to decide what is relevant, and what is not while performing a
search.

• Search using complex search terms are still not possible [12]. Google
does an excellent job with search based on keywords, but there is no
possibility of getting an accurate result to a query such as “Where can
I holiday in Sweden for three days with two adults for less than 10,000
SEK?”

• Even when a solution exists for the given query it might be spread
across several web sites. Present day search engines are incapable of
integrating these results to return an unified result; instead they return
results based on best-fit of keywords within a single page [12].

• Interpretation, deduction of meaning, and identifying positive search
results are entirely left to the user. The computing capabilities of the
hardware is not much used. The sheer volume of data coupled with
the exponential growth of the Web makes it more and more difficult
for users to find accurate information. Some degree of delegation of
effort to the hardware could definitely help the users [12].

2.1.1 What is the Semantic Web?

The Scientific American article titled “The Semantic Web” published in 2001
defines the Semantic Web as “the Semantic Web is not a separate Web but
an extension of the current one, in which information is given well-defined
meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation”
[11]. In simpler terms, the Semantic Web would not just serve information,
but it will have additional meaning about the information that would be
useful for machines to interpret the information.

Since the publication of this article in the last decade, the area of Seman-
tic Web has received much growth and industry acceptance. We are already
using it in our daily lives without even realising it. For instance, Google has
embraced Semantic Web technologies for its Knowledge Graph project [13].
The use of semantics allows Google to provide most relevant search results
to its users. The Open Graph initiative by Facebook is another Semantic
Web project in public domain. The voice assistant Siri in the iPhone makes
use of semantic technologies to perform search [12].

2.1.2 Semantic Web Architecture

The success of the Web can be largely attributed to its architecture. The
Web was designed to be a loosely coupled and distributed system without
the notion of a central authority. The loosely coupled servers and clients
could come online and go offline without significant changes (although a
sever going offline may result in degradation of performance for the user,
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or even complete service disruption sometimes; it would depend on how the
system is built). This meant that if a web server was to go offline additional
web servers may point to the same information, thus providing alternate
options. It also helps to achieve a graceful degradation of service. These
inherent design features allowed the Web to become the much loved online
service as we know it today [14].

Unsurprisingly, the Semantic Web borrows many of the design principles
of the Web:

• The web of data should be represented explicitly, and as simple as pos-
sible. This helps to free the data from the differences and complexities
of the underlying systems, thus proving an universal format.

• Just like the Web, Semantic Web should be fully distributed without
having a central authority.

• The data should be described with context to the existing data. This
allows the reuse of existing data and data definitions.

• The system should be loosely coupled, just as in the Web.

• Publishing and consuming data on the Semantic Web should be simple
and straightforward, as is on the present Web [14].

In addition to these general requirements based on the specifications for
the Web, the Semantic Web also has some specific requirements:

• It should be possible to describe anything and everything as entities on
the Semantic Web, and map their properties and relationships between
entities.

• The data should be easily serialised so that communication between
disparate systems are possible.

• It should be possible to refer to and use entities (by cross linking)
across different computing platforms and ownership.

• The web of data should be represented in a universal, machine readable
format.

• A data manipulation language is required to perform operations and
transformations on data.

• The Semantic Web should support reasoning abilities.

• The exchange of query, and results should be using well established
protocols.

• Encryption support should be present to secure sensitive information
[14].
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The Semantic Web follows a bottom-up, layered architecture with the
layers at the bottom providing the necessary services to the ones on top [14].
The overlay of Semantic Web features, and services are illustrated in Figure
2.1.

Figure 2.1: Semantic Web stack [15].

The Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)/Internationalised Resource Iden-
tifier (IRI) scheme performs two important functions. First, it acts as a
pointer to resources on the web. Second, it helps uniquely identify a re-
source among similar resource types by using unique URIs. The Extensible
Markup Language (XML) is used to transfer RDF data from one node to
another. XML is platform independent and provides the necessary encoding
and serialisation support [14].

Given the distributed nature of the Semantic Web, and the many differ-
ent types of sources it contains it is essential that the data are represented
in a universal format understood and accessible by all. The Semantic Web
equivalent of such a universal language is known as the Resource Descrip-
tion Framework (RDF). Being a graph based data format, it is capable of
integrating, and representing data from multiple disparate sources as RDF-
triples [7]. Once the data is converted to RDF format it can be queried. The
SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) is used to query
the RDF graph to return the desired results [14].

Even though RDF is a powerful data representation language it is not
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suitable to map complex relationships among entities. This is where ontol-
ogy languages such as RDF Schema (RDFS), and Web Ontology Language
(OWL) comes in to the picture. RDFS can map different class, and prop-
erty hierarchies among entities. It can also define the range and domain of
a rdf:Property, thereby restricting the data it can accept. OWL provides
additional constructs to describe the data even further. It introduces the
notion of cardinality of constraints for properties. It uses the owl:sameAs

and owl:equivalentClass to indicate that two entities are the same. These
features of OWL are particularly important as the RDF data includes data
from several sources, which would be useless if they cannot be properly
mapped to one another [14].

RDFS, and OWL are not the only ways to make logical inferences from
the RDF data. Logical rules can be created for data transformation, or
instructions that aid in processing data. The Rules Interchange Format
(RIF) is used to manage and exchange such rules [14].

The cryptography component helps with authentication and security.
For example, SSL is used to provide end-to-end encryption to secure sensitive
information. Digital certificates are used to authenticate the credibility of
sources. The provenance and trust layers provide additional credibility to
the data. Anyone on the Semantic Web can produce semantic data without
any restrictions, therefore, in such cases provenance can help one identify
genuine information from fake. It also provides a way to implicitly rank the
data from several sources based on the source of origin of data (i.e. credible
sources provide credible data) [14].

2.1.3 Resource Description Framework (RDF)

To hold true to its promises the Semantic Web must describe the semantic
data in a universally accepted format. In recent years the Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF) has become the de facto standard to represent
semantic data. RDF specification was based on earlier standards such as the
Channel Definition Format (CDF), and Meta Content Framework (MCF). It
was first published in 1999. Since then, it has evolved to become an official
W3C recommendation in 2004 [16].

RDF has lived up to be its design goal to be a framework for consump-
tion, modification, and association of distributed, but logically linked data.
SPARQL, which is used to query RDF data is built on top of RDF, so is
RDFS, and OWL which provides reasoning support. In recent times RDF
has made a foray in to fields such as open data movement of governments,
research and development in pharmaceutical industries, etc. This usage is
a testimony to the interoperability, flexibility and extensibility of the RDF
standard [16].

In RDF, linked data is represented as “triples” (commonly known as
RDF triples), and a RDF graph is made up of several RDF triples. The RDF
triple data structure is represented with a <subject, predicate, object>
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notation. The predicate explains the relationship between the subject, and
object. The subjects and objects can be any entity on the Web. For example,
consider the triple <doc.html> <author> <Thomas>. Here <doc.html> is
the subject and refers to a web resource; <author> is the predicate that
explains the relationship between the subject and the object; and finally,
<Thomas> is the object which is the name of the author.

In a RDF graph the subject, and the object are represented as vertices
and predicate is represented as a directed arc. In graphical notation the
nodes are represented with ovals, predicates with labelled arrows, and literals
are represented with rectangles (see Figure 2.2) [16].

Figure 2.2: Subject, Predicate and Object representation in RDF.

RDF is expressed in the RDF/XML format. However, it is not the only
way to represent RDF data. The Terse RDF Triple Language (Turtle),
Notation 3 (N3), and the N-Triples notation are other forms to serialise the
RDF data. These notations help reduce the complexity of RDF/XML, which
is quiet verbose. Turtle actually reduces the amount of serialised content,
making it easier to transmit the information. However, these formats are
not yet standardised [16].

2.1.4 RDF Schema (RDFS)

RDF does a good job at representing semantic data and linking them, but it
is not powerful enough to map all the complex relationships among resources.
That is where logical constructs such as RDF Schema (RDFS), and Web
Ontology Language (OWL) comes in to the picture. RDFS is a means to
map groups of related resources along with their relationship to one another,
thus adding a semantic layer on top of RDF [16].

All resources in RDFS are instances of rdfs:Resource which is in turn
an instance of rdfs:Class. This concept is similar to the sub-class, super-
class constructs in object oriented languages. For instance, If Thomas is
a Man, which is a subclass of Person, it is possible to make the infer-
ence that Thomas is a Person, even though Thomas is (only) defined as
a Man. RDFS can define hierarchical relationships among resources, and
make inferences about these resources. While rdfs:Resource defines re-
sources, rdf:Property is used to define its attributes. The rdfs:range

and rdfs:domain defines the range of values, and data type of property.
Similarly, rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf defines the hierar-
chical relationship of the property with other resources [9].
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RDF, and RDFS standards have emerged as the de facto standards to
represent data on the Semantic Web. However, they are not free from crit-
icism. The graph and triple based approach of RDF(S) makes it flexible to
build on top of, but at the cost of an unstable foundation due to possibility
of the existence of logical paradoxes [17].

2.1.5 Web Ontology Language (OWL)

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is the de facto formal language en-
dorsed by W3C to represent ontologies on the Semantic Web. An Ontology
in computer science is defined as a set of definitions about a particular
domain. It was created to provide a universal data representation format
for ontologies on the Semantic Web, and extend the simple vocabulary of
RDF(S) while maintaining compatibility to it [18].

Like any ontology language the design of OWL is based on earlier works,
most notably Ontology Inference Layer (OIL), DARPA Agent Mark-up Lan-
guage (DAML), the frames paradigm, RDF, and Description Logics. The
first version of OWL was created by the Web Ontology Working Group (We-
bOnt), who were tasked with creating a Semantic Web ontology language
based on the existing DAML + OIL standard. It became a W3C recom-
mendation in February 2004. The OWL 2 standard, which was designed
to address the short comings of OWL, and increase its expressive power
became a W3C recommendation in October 2009 [19].

OWL is fully integrated to the Semantic Web stack, and utilises many
of the existing W3C recommendations. For instance, it uses the existing
vocabulary of RDF(S) while providing additional expressive power by ex-
tending it, and uses the RDF/XML format to transmit RDF graphs. It
uses International Resource Identifiers (IRI) to point to resources. OWL
Ontologies are defined and stored as web documents on the Web, but it is
not a database framework. OWL extends RDF(S) beyond just class declara-
tion, and their hierarchy by introducing the notion of intersections, unions,
complements, and enumerations with other classes [19]. Properties can be
mentioned as transitive, symmetric, functional or inverse which was not pos-
sible with RDF(S). In spite of all this OWL is not a programming language,
or a schema language [20].

Although RDF/XML is the default format to represent OWL, it is not
the only option. The Manchester syntax has gained much popularity in
recent times as it is human readable, and less verbose than RDF/XML.

The OWL language has the following core concepts:

• Ontologies: “An ontology is a set of precise descriptive statements
about some part of the world.” [20]. It is the domain of interest, or the
subject matter of focus in the ontology. The vocabulary of an ontology
refers to the set of central terms that help clearly to describe the
ontology. They are referenced through IRIs. This makes it possible to
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have several versions of the ontology, and refer to them through version
IRIs. An ontology can import other ontologies that are relevant to it.

• Data types: OWL uses the data types defined in XML schema [18].

• Entities: All classes, their properties, data types and individuals in
OWL are called entities. Entities are named with IRIs. A class is
a model of a real world object, or a concept, and properties are its
attributes. Together, entities and their data makes up the most of a
OWL ontology [20].

• Expressions: They are used to combine basic entities to form larger
ones with complex descriptions. For example, the atomic classes of
Female, and Sales person can be combined to form a Female Sales
person class [20].

• Axioms: The statements defined in an ontology are called Axioms.
The ontology always assumes that its axioms are true [20].

• Annotations: These are comments that the author of the ontology uses
to describe the ontology, or its entities in greater detail, or to provide
human readable descriptions, examples, etc. They do not affect the
meaning of the ontology in any way, and are ignored by the ontology
reasoners [20].

2.1.6 SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL)

SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) is the query lan-
guage of the Semantic Web. It is designed to retrieve, and manipulate RDF
data. SPARQL 1.0 became a W3C recommendation on 15th January 2008.
The latest version (1.1) is in draft form, and is a work in progress [21].

SPARQL is part of the Semantic Web stack, and therefore it is fully
integrated to work with other Semantic Web technologies. For instance,
SPARQL can only query data exposed as RDF graphs; the resources de-
fined in RDF data must be using IRIs as the addressing scheme, and the
literal data type used in RDF graphs must be instances of XML Scheme
data types. SPARQL is not only a query language, but also a communica-
tion protocol [22]. The SPARQL communication protocol makes it possible
to run federated queries against several SPARQL endpoints (a service that
accepts SPARQL queries and returns results), perform the necessary com-
putations, and return results. The results are returned either in XML or
RDF format [23]

A SPARQL query has several forms. If the IRI, and the vocabulary of
the SPARQL endpoint is known, the SELECT and CONSTRUCT forms
of a SPARQL query are used. The SELECT form returns result in XML
format, while the CONSTRUCT form returns result in RDF format. The
CONSTRUCT form can also be used to transform one RDF vocabulary in
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to another. If only the IRI of a SPARQL endpoint is known, but not its
vocabulary, the DESCRIBE form can be used to query the source. The
query returns the RDF graph of the requested resource. The ASK form is
used to see if a SPARQL endpoint can answer a query. The endpoint returns
with a “yes” or “no” depending on whether it can answer at least one query.
This is useful when the IRIs of the sources are not known [21].

The current SPARQL version does have some drawbacks. For example,
aggregation operations in SQL such as, COUNT, AVG, SUM, MIN and
MAX has no equivalent in SPARQL [21]. Sub-queries in which one query
result is fed as an input to another query is also not supported. Modification
of RDF graphs, and RDF stores through SQL like INSERT, UPDATE,
DELETE statements are also not supported. However, these shortcomings
are being addressed in the upcoming SPARQL version (1.1) [24].

2.2 The EDXL family of standards

In this section we closely study some of the sub-standards in the EDXL
family that are relevant to the thesis.

2.2.1 Why do we need emergency communication stan-
dards?

Major disasters often cripple the existing infrastructure and services, and
for a long time radio communication, and notes taken with pen and paper
were the only tools available to emergency practitioners. This is a serious
limitation which often results in bottlenecks as messages tend to get lost,
or delayed, slowing down entire operations, and putting lives at risk. In an
emergency, the access to right information at the right time can make the
difference between life and death [25].

The need for efficient emergency communication protocols are evident
when we look at previous emergency situations, such as natural disasters.
Cyclone Larry was a severe tropical cyclone that made landfall in Queens-
land, Australia during the tropical cyclone season of 2005 - 06, in the south-
ern hemisphere. The cyclone was classified as a category five storm with
wind speeds reaching 205 km/h. Although the loss of life was minimal, the
destruction to property was huge. It was in the tune of 1.5 billion Aus-
tralian Dollars, making it the most devastating and costliest cyclone to hit
Australia [26].

During this emergency it became evident that lack of proper emergency
communication protocols were slowing down the recovery operations. The
influence of technology in the recovery efforts were rudimentary at best.
Most of the data collection, and communication were being handled by
people using only their mind, pen and paper, and spread-sheets to record
data. Locating and requesting resources, co-coordinating recovery efforts,
and dismantling resources at the end took a lot of effort and great deal
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of communication. It was realised that a lot more could be achieved with
the currently available technology. However, developing cross-organisational
communication standards pose numerous challenges such as interoperability,
compatibility with existing standards, etc. A possible solution would be to
use a standardised message format [26].

In an emergency situation resources are requested, authorised, and dis-
patched by emergency practitioners. There is a need to track the status of
these operations, and notify the personnel involved. This requirement poses
interesting challenges as the personnel could be from different organisations.
For example, the military might participate in search and rescue operations
with the police, other volunteers, paramedics, and civilians. Since a typical
emergency situation involves emergency practitioners from many fields the
need to have a common format for cross-organisational exchange of informa-
tion is a must. Such communication protocols would make it easier to track
resources (material resources, or personnel), improve the decision making
process, and result in better use of scarce resources [26].

The emergency communication standards must also support existing
communication standards, and offer some form of backwards compatibility.
It should not be too difficult to implement the new standards, which oth-
erwise might affect its adoption rate. The communication standard should
use structural information formats such as XML. This makes the exchange
of information among different parties easy and seamless. Structured for-
mats has the additional benefit of being more machine-friendly, which would
make it possible to have features such as automatic message routing with-
out explicit addressing, transformation of emergency information to different
formats, etc. It also makes it possible to support legacy computer systems,
multiple computing platforms, and devices [26].

At this juncture, two separate emergency communication standards have
emerged. The first is the IEEE 1512 standards, advocated by the IEEE In-
cident Management Working Group, and the second is the Emergency Data
Exchange Language (EDXL) suite of standards developed by the OASIS
Emergency Management Technical Committee. The IEEE 1512 is designed
for emergency communication during traffic incidents to simplify commu-
nication among the police, fire department, and transport departments,
whereas the EDXL standards are designed to handle emergency situations
of any kind [26].

2.2.2 The EDXL initiative

The EDXL initiative was set up to create open standards to manage emer-
gency response messages during an emergency. The project traces its origins
to the eGov initiative funded by the U.S. Department of Homeland Secu-
rity (DHS) in 2004 [27]. The design criteria called for standards that are
open, inter-professional, inter-agency, and royalty-free so that once these
standards are in place any one could develop an EDXL based communica-
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tion system [28]. EDXL is promoted by OASIS Emergency management
Technical Committee, founded in 2003. The EDXL family of standards is
the result of input from several organisations, corporations, and individuals
from all across the world. Their efforts came to fruition when EDXL-DE
became a standard in 2006. EDXL-RM, and EDXL-HAVE became official
OASIS standards in 2009 [4].

The EDXL suite of standards involves several sub-standards. The chief
among them are EDXL-Distribution Element (EDXL-DE), EDXL-Resource
Management (EDXL-RM), EDXL-Hospital Availability Exchange (EDXL-
HAVE). Besides the new set of standards, EDXL also supports the earlier
Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) standard as payload within EDXL-DE
[4].

2.2.3 EDXL - Distribution Element (EDXL-DE)

EDXL-DE uses XML like notation to describe the emergency message. The
<EDXLDistribution> tag is the parent element of all other tags, and it is the
container for the entire message. EDXL-DE tags can be broadly classified
in to three: header tags, distribution tags, and the content wrapper tags
[27].

The header tags consist of seven tags of which six are mandatory. They
are used to audit, and track the sent messages. The <distributionID> tag
is of xsd:string type, which is used to specify a unique id for the message by
the sender. The <senderId> is of xsd:string type which stores the email
address of the sender. The <dateTimeSent> tag indicates the time when
the message was sent in ISO 8601 format. The <distributionStatus> in-
dicates the action-status of the message; a status of “Actual” would mean an
actionable real world event, “Exercise” refers to an exercise drill, “System”
status indicates messages related to network infrastructure, and “Test” mes-
sages are meant for testing, and can be discarded. The <distributionType>
refers to the message function, and it can have a value of 12 types, the chief
among them are “Report” to indicate new information regarding an inci-
dent, “Update” to indicate the latest information on a previously reported
incident, and “Cancel” to revoke a previous message. The
<combinedConfidentiality> tag is used only once, and refers to the con-
fidentiality of the message being transmitted. It has a default value of
“unclassifed and not sensitive”. The last of the header tags are the optional
<language> tag which specifies the language used in the message in ISO
639-1 format [1].

The distribution tags are used to specify the target audience of the mes-
sage. These tags could contain other tags, and therefore are complex types.
The <recipientRole> is used to specify the role of the recipients which
aids in message routing. The <keyword> tag is used to specify the topic of
the message, and it helps with message routing. The <explicitAddress>

tag is used to specify the address of the recipients; for example, by listing
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email addresses. The <targetArea> is the container element to specify lo-
cation information. It can either take geo-spatial data using a <circle> or
<polygon> tag, or a location code if using the <locCodeUN> tag [1].

The content wrapper tags are related to the payload. These are the tags
that encapsulate the content data being transmitted. The <contentObject>
tag is the container element for the payload. XML data is wrapped within
the <xmlContent> tag and its <embeddedXMLContent> sub-element. Sim-
ilarly, the non XML data is wrapped within the <nonXmlContent> tag.
However, in such cases the corresponding MIME type should be speci-
fied using the <mimeType> tag along with base-64 encoded content within
a <contentData> tag. It is also possible to refer to content external to the
EDXL-DE message being transmitted; such resources are specified using the
<uri> tag [1].

An EDXL-DE message with an embedded CAP alert is provided in Ap-
pendix A.1, which illustrates the uses of header, distribution, and content
wrapper tags in a typical EDXL-DE message.

EDXL-DE is not the only data standard to support compositional data
pattern, or to have a well defined header to transmit emergency data [25],
but it has the following advantages:

• Payload can be targeted geographically.

• Both explicit, and implicit addressing of messages are supported.

• Terminology used in messages can help make message routing deci-
sions.

• Both XML, and non-XML payloads are supported.

• More than one payload per EDXL message is supported.

Enabling these features has helped EDXL-DE to garner much support
among emergency practitioners, and organisations.

2.2.4 EDXL - Resource Management (EDXL-RM)

In an emergency most of the communication deals with requesting, approv-
ing, returning of resources, and updating the status during these operations.
The purpose of EDXL-RM is to provide a set of standard formats for commu-
nicating emergency response messages for all emergencies. EDXL-RM has
16 distinct message types tailor made for requesting resources, responding
to resource requests, and to manage and track these requests [2].

EDXL-RM is designed to be a payload for EDXL-DE, and therefore
it lacks distribution information for message routing. Message routing is
handled entirely by the EDXL-DE envelope. There can be more than one
Resource Message in a Distribution Element. EDXL-RM can link together
related messages with the help of its message and sequence identifier. This
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enables better context, and makes it easier to manage the communication
thread than an email message. A receiver acknowledges an EDXL-RM mes-
sage by sending an EDXL-DE message, with DistributionType value set to
“Ack”. EDXL-RM can also be used to cancel or update a message that was
sent earlier with the help of the MessageRecall element. In such cases the
RecalledMessageId refers to the Message Id of the previously sent message,
and RecallType is set to either “Cancel” or “Update”. If the RecallType is
cancel the previous request is considered to be cancelled, and if the Recall-
Type is update, the earlier response message is updated with the contents
of the present message [2].

A resource consumer, and one or more resource suppliers are the primary
actors in communication involving EDXL-RM. Resource messaging is used
in all three stages of resource management: Discovery, Ordering, and De-
ployment. During the discovery stage the resource consumer finds out about
the available resources, their availability, costs, etc. In the ordering stage
the consumer requests specific resources from the suppliers. In the deploy-
ment stage the consumer can find out status about requested resources, and
request extensions to resources that are currently being used. The supplier
also can request resources to be returned [2].

EDXL-RM message types can be broadly classified in to request, re-
sponse, and status types. These are implemented as the following 16 distinct
message types:

1. RequestResource: Sends a message requesting a particular resource to
all potential Resource Suppliers. The message can be targeted to a
specific geographic area. It is used by emergency managers, and first
responders.

2. ResponseToRequestResource: It is used by Resource Suppliers to re-
spond to a RequestResource message. The availability, limitations,
and special conditions for use of the resource can be listed by the
Resource Supplier in this message.

3. RequisitionResource: It is used by Resource Consumers to order re-
sources from resource suppliers.

4. CommitResource: This message is sent by the Resource Supplier as
a confirmation that requested resources have been committed to the
consumer. It is usually sent as a response to RequisitionResource
message, but can be sent as a response to RequestResource message
as well.

5. RequestInformation: The Resource Consumers can ask specific infor-
mation regarding the resources using this message type. It is also
useful when the consumer does not have a complete picture of his
requirements to make a specific resource request. In such cases the
consumer can use the RequestInformation message to describe their
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situation, and resource suppliers can send a response with suitable
suggestions.

6. ResponseToRequestInformation: The Resource Suppliers respond to a
RequestInformation message with this. Each of the RequestInforma-
tion element must be acknowledged individually.

7. OfferUnsolicitedResource: This message is sent to offer available re-
sources even if they have not been requested.

8. ReleaseResource: It is used by the authorities to release a resource to
the Resource Supplier’s location or to dispatch the resource to a new
location.

9. RequestReturn: This message is sent by a Resource Supplier to request
the return of a dispatched resource to the original location or a new
location.

10. ResponseToRequestReturn: Resource Consumers respond to a Re-
questReturn message with this message.

11. RequestQuote: It is used by the Resource Consumer to request a price
quote for a particular resource offered by the Resource Supplier.

12. ResponseToRequestQuote: The Resource Supplier responds to a Re-
questQuote message initiated by the Resource Consumer with this
message.

13. RequestResourceDeploymentStatus: Requests the status of a resource
that is deployed on the field. This message can be sent by the Resource
Consumer, as well as the Resource Supplier.

14. ReportResourceDeploymentStatus: Reports the status of a deployed
resource. It can be sent by the Resource Consumer or a Resource
Supplier as a response to a RequestResourceDeploymentStatus.

15. RequestExtendedDeploymentDuration: This message is sent by the
Resource Consumer to request extended usage rights to a resource.

16. ResponseToRequestExtendedDeploymentDuration: It is sent as a re-
sponse to a RequestExtendedDeploymentDuration message. The sender
may accept, decline, or offer new terms of use for the resource men-
tioned in the RequestExtendedDeploymentDuration message.

An EDXL-RM RequestResource message is provided in Appendix A.2,
which illustrates the content, and structure of a typical EDXL-RM message.
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2.2.5 EDXL standards in the real world

Since its inception the EDXL family of standards have enjoyed great support
from the emergency management community. Some of the projects that use
EDXL family of standards are:

• The Crisis Information Management System (CIMS) [29] developed
by National ICT (NICTA), Australia.

• Incident Command Net (IC.NET) [25] is a software-based, lightweight
message router built using EDXL technologies, developed by Mitre
Corporation. It uses EDXL-DE as the message encapsulation and
routing mechanism, enabling it to process both XML and non-XML
payloads.

• The Sahana software foundation [30] is a non profit organisation based
in Sri Lanka. It was set up to aid the recovery of the country in the
aftermath of the Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004. It has developed sev-
eral products based on EDXL family of standards [31] which has been
deployed in major disasters such as the 2011 Japan earthquake and
tsunami, 2010 earthquakes in Haiti, and Chengdu-Sitzuan Earthquake
of 2008 in China [32].

• EDXL Sharp [33] a C# and .NET implementation of EDXL tools. It
can parse EDXL messages from a stream of data, construct EDXL
messages programmatically, validate EDXL messages, etc.
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology

This chapter discusses the processes, methods and tools used in this research
project. Detailed analysis of the steps taken to address the research ques-
tions proposed in Section 1.4 remains the prime objective of this chapter.

3.1 Selection of an EDXL standard to study

The EDXL standards suite consists of a number of XML based individual
standards. At present there exists six individual standards in the EDXL
family. These are EDXL-DE (Distribution Element), EDXL-RM (Resource
Messaging), EDXL-HAVE (Hospital Availability Exchange), EDXL-SitRep
(Situation Reporting), EDXL-TEP (Tracking of Emergency Patients), and
CAP (Common Alerting Protocol) [4]. Considering the length and breadth
of EDXL standards it is necessary that the research effort focuses on a single
EDXL sub standard. This is a necessary step to conclude the research in a
reasonable time frame.

The background study conducted in Chapter 2 - Literature Review -
revealed that it is best to focus the research efforts on EDXL-DE, or EDXL-
RM standard. The other standards were excluded from a detailed study
after failing to meet the following criteria:

• The standard should be an approved OASIS standard. This is to
ensure that the research focuses on a proven standard.

• It should have real world applications. This is essential as it is easier
to procure sample messages that can be related to.

• Support for bi-directional messaging is desired. Although this is not a
must, a bi-directional messaging system offers a lot more options for
testing and evaluation.

• The specification document should have detailed explanation, suffi-
cient examples, use cases, etc. This is an important requirement, as
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it is difficult to obtain documentation on EDXL standards other than
from the official standard specification.

EDXL-SitRep deals with providing summary information before, during,
and after emergency incidents. EDXL-TEP is specific to tracking patient
information during everything from hospital admissions to release. These
standards were excluded since they were deemed too small in scope, and
also because they are yet to become approved OASIS standards. CAP is a
uni-directional emergency broadcasting standard that had existed prior to
EDXL. Its inclusion in the EDXL suite is purely for classification purposes,
and therefore it was excluded from further study.

EDXL-DE is another candidate in this study, and although it could be
ported to semantic formats, it seemed unwise to do so. This is due to the fact
that EDXL-DE is designed to be a container - an envelope - for emergency
messages, and the actual emergency information is carried as payload by
the EDXL-DE message. Any modification to EDXL-DE standard would
require extensive changes to existing emergency messaging infrastructure,
making it rather infeasible. EDXL-HAVE and EDXL-RM remained as last
candidates for a detailed study, and EDXL-HAVE was ruled out in favour of
the EDXL-RM standard. This is due to the fact that the documentation for
EDXL-RM specification was more detailed, easier to follow, and had better
examples compared to EDXL-HAVE specification.

3.2 Ontology development

Once it was decided to focus on EDXL-RM as the standard to study it
became necessary to develop an ontology that represents this domain. This
is due to the fact that XML to RDF conversion alone fails to capture all
the details of the problem domain. The resulting data therefore needs to be
aligned with a known ontology to be able to accurately represent a domain.
An ontology representation of EDXL-RM standard is not in existence at
present. Therefore, developing an ontology model for EDXL-RM (EDXL-
RM ontology from now on) is necessary.

In order to achieve this, messaging format of each of the EDXL-RM
message types were studied in detail, and modelled in OWL using Protégé
[34], a free, and open source ontology editor. This process is explained in
detail in Chapter 5. The development process was iterative, and feedback
received from tests conducted in each iteration of development was adapted
to the ontology.

3.2.1 Testing the ontology model

Since there are many ways to go about ontology design, it is difficult to single
out a method to see if the ontology development is complete, or test it. A
more reasonable approach is to see if the ontology meets certain criteria:
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• It should be able to model the problem domain being studied. This
can be verified by procuring sample EDXL-RM messages, and seeing
if it can be modelled using the EDXL-RM ontology. The resulting
RDF data modelled with the ontology vocabulary is also useful while
testing the workflow for EDXL to OWL transformation, explained in
the next section.

• It should be free from inconsistencies in the design, mainly problems
with axioms in the ontology. Such inconsistencies were eliminated by
testing the ontology with OWL reasoners.

• The ontology itself should be in valid OWL format. This was verified
by using an OWL validation tool.

3.3 Workflow for EDXL to OWL transforma-
tion

In order to see if an EDXL-RM message could indeed be transformed to
its equivalent in semantic format, a two-stage work flow is devised (EDXL-
OWL from now on). In order to better explain these stages now, and in the
future, the following definitions are used:

Definition 1: Reengineering is the syntactic transformation of XML data
to RDF.

Definition 2: Refactoring is the process of modifying an RDF graph to
align it with an ontology.

The two distinct stages of the workflow are the minimum steps needed
for a successful transformation process. Any semantic operation on the
data, i.e. the second stage is possible only when it is RDF format, and this
transformation to RDF makes up the first stage of operation.

3.3.1 Triplification of XML input

The first step in the work flow is to reengineer an XML based EDXL-RM
message to RDF. This task is performed by “Triplifiers” - tools that lift
semantic data from non semantic formats. To meet the specific goals of this
thesis, a triplifier should meet the following criteria:

• It should be able to transform the XML based EDXL-RM messages to
RDF. The transformation should be lossless, i.e. all of the XML data
should be preserved in RDF. The order of data should also be preserved
so that the intended class hierarchical structure can be reconstructed
during the transformation process.
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• It should be fairly easy to interface this stage to the second stage of
the workflow.

• The technology should preferably be based on open standards and
licenses, so that it can be used without restrictions in the future.

In order to narrow down on a triplifier that fits the above criteria, it
is necessary to comb through all the existing research on triplifier tools to
select one that offers the best-fit for the thesis goals. This detailed study
along with the tools that were evaluated are documented in Chapter 4.

3.3.2 Testing the triplification results

The triplifier output must be valid RDF, and this was verified using an RDF
validator. The next step is to verify if the transformation was not lossless,
i.e. all of the input data is preserved in the output RDF graph, including
order of data. This was verified manually by comparing input XML and
output RDF graph.

3.3.3 Refactoring the RDF graph with EDXL-RM on-
tology

The results of the triplification process must be aligned with an ontology to
accurately describe the problem domain. A refactor that modifies the input
RDF graph in accordance to the EDXL-RM ontology is required for this pur-
pose. It should have the ability to read and interpret RDF data, construct
RDF-triples, and have the ability to load and process OWL ontologies.

To find a refactor that meets these requirements the first step is to look
for existing refactoring tools that could perform this task. This study is
documented in Chapter 4. However, if none of the refactoring tools yields
the desired results such a tool can be developed using Semantic Web tool
kits such as the Apache Jena API [35].

3.3.4 Verifying the refactor output

Successful execution of the refactoring tool creates an OWL file modelled
after the EDXL-RM ontology, populated with data from the RDF graph.
Validity of the output is verified using an OWL Validator. Once the syntax
of the instance file is validated, it is checked for correctness of representation
of the problem domain. In order to do this, the instance file is loaded in
Protégé to check if the relationships among individuals, their parent classes,
and themselves are accurately depicted. This is verified through manual
verification as well as using inference engines built in to Protégé. Finally,
the instance file is matched against expected results (an instance file that
is manually modelled on EDXL-RM taking input data from the input RDF
graph. See Section 3.2.1) to ensure that the EDXL-RM to OWL transfor-
mation is indeed successful.
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3.4 Evaluating the usefulness of EDXL-OWL

A main motivation for the thesis is to investigate new possibilities that arise
from enabling Semantic Web technologies over EDXL-RM. Specific use cases
exemplifying scenarios that is possible with an EDXL-OWL based system
should justify the case for supplanting EDXL-RM standard with Semantic
Web technology. These use cases are explained in detail in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4

Study of Existing Systems

This chapter outlines the study of existing systems that is used to perform
an EDXL to OWL transformation. This encompasses a detailed study, and
comparison of various RDF triplifiers that could be used in the first stage
of the workflow. It also features evaluation of refactoring tools to guide the
intermediate RDF graph to a target OWL instance file, which makes up the
second stage of the workflow.

4.1 XML and its limitations

Most of the data in the present day Web is stored in databases, XML files,
and even spreadsheets. Migrating data from these disparate sources to se-
mantic formats is an important step in building the Semantic Web [36].
Several tools have been developed over the years to extract data to seman-
tic formats such as RDF and OWL. Among the various data sources, special
attention has been placed on XML since it emerged as a popular format to
represent data on the Web in the last decade. It has reached this status due
to some critical factors:

• A well engineered XML Schema could describe complex domain con-
cepts [37].

• XML is sequentially ordered. This makes it suitable for human con-
sumption and not just machines [38].

• It has a simple syntax making it suitable for most of the information
exchange scenarios of today.

• Being a text-based format, it can work across disparate platforms.

• It is extensively used in data exchange and integration.
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Despite these benefits, XML is not without limitations. For instance,
the applications that consume XML data must be aware of the format that
the data is represented in. This requirement has become difficult since there
are thousands of XML based formats out there. The open nature of XML
resulted in a plethora of dialects, defeating the purpose of XML, which was
to provide a simple means to exchange information [39]. XML Schema is
designed to describe the grammar of XML documents. However, it has its
drawbacks when it comes to semantic interoperability, and making sense of
the data it represents. For instance, same XML tags could mean different
things, and different tags could mean the same thing when we consider
several meta data schemes [40].

4.2 Extracting semantic data from XML

Since XML is ill suited to represent semantic data, it must be converted to
a compatible format in the Semantic Web. As explained in Chapter 2, RDF
and OWL has emerged as main formats to represent semantic data. Once in
RDF format, OWL can be used to introduce advanced vocabulary to create
concepts such as classes, class hierarchies, properties, instances of classes,
cardinality restrictions, etc. [41].

Considerable research has occurred in the field of tools for exporting
non-semantic data to semantic formats. The first generation tools were
basic mapping engines that transformed XML to RDF, or OWL. These
transformations were also one-way, i.e. uni-directional. Later, bi-directional
transformations making use of XML Schema emerged. The second gener-
ation transformation tools were more powerful, offering not only XML to
RDF mapping, but also refactoring taking an existing ontology in to ac-
count. Normally, this is a two-step process, which begins by generating an
intermediate RDF graph from source XML, and then mapping the inter-
mediate results to an existing ontology. This two-step process has yielded
better results than the first generation transformation tools [36].

The mapping itself can be performed using different techniques. Some
researchers have tried to perform a general conversion from XML to RDF,
while others have tried to map XML Schema to OWL without considering
any XML instance data [41]. In [42] the authors claim that since XML
does not have semantic constraints, no automatic mapping between XML
and RDF is possible. In [36] the authors have developed an OWL-based
language to help with the transformation process. Despite the differences
among the techniques used, most of the previous research favours a two
step transformation process. In this work, the same approach is taken to
develop a two stage workflow that transforms XML input to RDF, and then
to OWL. The following sub section outlines the tools that were studied to
meet this purpose.
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4.3 Analysis of existing tools

In this section we examine some tools that are used to reengineer XML input
to RDF/OWL, and refactor an RDF graph with an ontology. Some of these
tools performs both of these functions while the others do not. Each tool is
inspected in detail to study its transformation techniques, advantages, and
disadvantages. A summary of their abilities to perform reengineering and
refactoring are listed in Table 4.1.

XML2OWL generates an OWL model, and an OWL instance file from
XML input through XSL transformations. An XML Schema for the XML
instance file is not required, but having it adds to the accuracy of the trans-
formation process. If an XML Schema is unavailable it is generated on-the-
fly during the conversion. XML2OWL has some limitations; for instance, it
assumes that the XML instance contains relational data structures, which is
a problem while processing non relational data; the XML Schema generated
by the tool has the risk of being incomplete, as XML instances do not tend
to have all the details of a manually created XML Schema [41].

XMLMaster is a declarative, OWL-based mapping language that allevi-
ates some of the limitations associated with mapping XML to OWL. It is
built on top of Manchester OWL syntax that works even with XML docu-
ments without an XML Schema, which has been a limiting factor for several
transformation tools. The automatic transformation tools prior to XML-
Master could only generate basic OWL ontologies, where as XMLMaster
is capable of generating ontologies that are richer, and more expressive. It
also avoids the extensive refactoring required in the end of transformation
step caused by the lack of custom mapping language. Its notable limita-
tion arises from the fact that the intermediate mapping language it uses
requires considerable effort to set up and maintain. The XMLMaster tool
is implemented as a a plug-in for Protégé [36].

XS2OWL is implemented as a set of Extensible Stylesheet Language
Transformations (XSLT) to transform an XML Schema to an OWL-DL on-
tology. The XML Schema file to be transformed, and a XS2OWL XSLT file
is given as the input. XS2OWL generates an OWL-DL ontology that cap-
tures the essence of the input XML Schema as the main ontology, a mapping
ontology that captures the semantics that were not captured in the main on-
tology, and a datatype XML Schema which documents the simple datatype
mapping between the source and the main ontology. The mapping ontology
generated by XS2OWL enables bi-directional transformation from OWL to
XML if needed. XS2OWL is designed to capture the semantic data from an
XML Schema to an OWL ontology, and transforming instance data of XML
Schema is currently out of its scope. Custom XSLT stylesheets are required
for each different XML Schema [43].

Krextor is a console-based application that reads XML input from stan-
dard input and emits the corresponding RDF to standard output. It has a
shell script front-end for scripting and debugging, and can be interfaced with
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other applications through a Java wrapper API. Krextor is implemented as
a set of XSLT style sheets, and requires requires XSLT templates to map
input XML structures to the generic templates for each new input format
[37].

Semion is designed to convert any data source to RDF. It is far more
flexible and customisable compared to other triplifiers. The conversion is
carried out in two distinct stages. In first stage, the input data source is
syntactically transformed to RDF through a reengineering process. In the
second stage, the RDF data is semantically transformed through multiple
refactoring steps. During the refactoring stage the RDF data can be aligned
with existing ontologies, which helps to model the resulting RDF dataset
with some formal semantics [38].

OwlMap is designed to perform XML to RDF conversions in a simple,
two-step process. This transformation is carried out with two console-based
tools. An XML instance file along with its schema are provided as inputs
to OwlMap. In the first step, the XS2DAMLOIL component of OwlMap
takes the XML Schema as its input and generates an OWL ontology and
a mapping file as the output. The mapping file contains the mapping of
XML Schema complex types to DAML + OIL classes. In the second step,
the XML2RDF component takes the XML instance file and the generated
mapping file as input to generate the final RDF output [44].

Rhizomik ReDeFer has a XML2RDF component that can transform in-
put XML to RDF. It requires an OWL ontology representation of the XML
Schema for the input XML data. However, it is implemented as a web-
service, making it difficult to be plugged in to a workflow [45].

TopBraid Composer is a popular tool to model, and develop OWL on-
tologies. It features an XML to RDF converter. However, the free edition
of the software lacks this feature [46]. Due to this limitation, further studies
on this tool could not be performed.

Apache Stanbol is an open source project for semantic content manage-
ment developed by the Interactive Knowledge Stack (IKS) project. Since
its inception in 2010, Stanbol has grown to become an Apache incubator
project, and as of 2012 it has become a top-level Apache project. Stanbol
is designed to provide a Semantic overlay over traditional Content Manage-
ment Systems (CMS), enabling them to open up to linked data models. It is
designed to augment traditional CMS systems, but not to replace them. It
consists of several reusable components. The components are independent
of each other in terms of function, but they can be chained together to work
as a unit if needed [47].

Stanbol Rules is one of the components of Apache Stanbol. It is used to
create, store, and execute inference rules, which can then be used to refactor
RDF graphs. The inference rules transforms an input to output considering
set conditions and its outcome. The Rules component itself is made up of
the following sub components:

• Rule Language: It specifies the syntax of rules. In addition to the
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native syntax, it supports SWRL, Jena Rules and SPARQL CON-
STRUCT queries. Set of rules can be grouped together as recipes for
better organisation.

• Rule Store: This component adds a persistence layer to Stanbol Rules,
which allows recipes to be saved for later use.

• Refactor: The Refactor component is the part that performs the actual
transformation of an input RDF graph according to a set of given rules.
The refactor interprets the supplied rules as a SPARQL CONSTRUCT
query, executes them, and provides an output. The Refactor service
is exposed as REST API calls, and can be accessed either through a
web interface or through the command line [48].

Table 4.1: Summary of features of existing tools

Name Reengineering support Refactoring support
XML2OWL No No
XMLMaster Yes Yes
XS2OWL No No
Krextor Yes No
Semion Yes Yes
OwlMap Yes No
Rhizomik ReDeFer Yes Yes
TopBraid Composer Yes Unknown
Stanbol Rules No Yes
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Chapter 5

An EDXL to OWL
Converter

This chapter explains the process that is followed in designing a two-stage
workflow for the EDXL-OWL converter. In addition to this, ideas for design
of the EDXL-RM ontology are also explored.

5.1 EDXL-RM ontology design

In order to successfully drive the EDXL to OWL conversion, an ontology
representation of the EDXL-RM messaging standard is required. Since such
an ontology does not exist, it has to be developed from scratch. This is
one of the important development tasks in this project, the other being the
development of the EDXL-OWL converter itself.

5.1.1 Design methodology

It is necessary to get familiarised with the EDXL-RM messaging standard
before any attempt on ontology design can be made. The official standards
specification documents for EDXL-RM [2] by OASIS is used as the main
reference document. The modelling is done in OWL using Protégé, which
called for a know-how of ontology development using OWL, and specifics of
ontology modelling using Protégé.

Ontology Development 101 [49] was first consulted to gain perspective on
ontology development. This guide was written prior to the standardisation
of OWL, but it discusses best practices for good ontology design, which are
still relevant for ontology development using OWL. The guide served as an
excellent entry point to the world of OWL based ontology modelling, and
gave pointers for designing classes, ordering classes in a subclass, superclass
hierarchy, defining properties, setting up cardinality restrictions, etc. Since
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the entire ontology development was carried out in Protégé several tutorials
for this tool were also consulted.

The following design steps were adhered to during the ontology develop-
ment:

• XML elements containing other elements, or having at least one at-
tribute are mapped to owl:Class with owl:ObjectProperty.

• Elements with no sub elements, or attributes are mapped to
owl:DatatypeProperty.

• Complex types are mapped to owl:Class, and simple types are mapped
to owl:DatatypeProperty.

• xsd:minOccurs, xsd:maxOccurs are mapped to owl:minCardinality,
and owl:maxCardinality respectively.

• Inheritance by restriction and inheritance by extension are mapped to
rdfs:subClassOf in the OWL ontology.

• The owl:DatatypeProperty were set to the same datatype and ranges
in the XML Schema.

The EDXL-RM Element Reference Model (see Figure 5.1) from the
EDXL-RM standard specification document is the domain to be modelled
in OWL. However, it illustrates only a high-level overview of the domain,
and does not depict all of its fine details. Therefore, it is important to
study actual EDXL-RM message samples to gain perspective on their use
in depicting real world examples.

Procuring actual EDXL-RM messages turned out to be a difficult en-
deavour since such data is not available in the public domain even though
the standards themselves are open. Therefore, message samples from the
EDXL-Sharp project [33], and samples from EDXL-RM specification docu-
ment [2] were used for this purpose. EDXL-Sharp is an open source project
that has developed libraries to create, process, and validate messages for
EDXL standards. The project website also has several samples of various
EDXL-RM messages intended for testing purposes. These samples were
procured, and studied in detail. This helped to fill in the gaps, and get an
idea about how EDXL-RM messages looks like in real world scenarios. This
knowledge was then applied to the ontology design. The modelling process
for key classes, and their properties are explained in detail in the following
sections.
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Figure 5.1: EDXL-RM - Element Reference Model [2].
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5.1.2 ResourceMessage element

The ResourceMessage element depicted in Figure 5.2 is the parent con-
tainer in an EDXL-RM message. The resource message itself can be one
of 16 different message types in the EDXL-RM domain. In order to model
this a edxl:ResourceMessage class is created as the superclass for all EDXL-
RM message types such as edxl:RequestReource, edxl:CommitReource, etc.,
which are modelled as individual classes. The resulting class design is rep-
resented by the RequestResource class, and its subclasses in the EDXL-RM
ontology model in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.2: EDXL-RM - ResourceMessage element [2].

The ResourceMessage class has several data type properties, some of
which are optional while the others are mandatory. Every resource message
must have exactly one message id, a time-stamp when it is sent, and id of the
originating message. These properties are modelled as edxl:hasMessageID,
edxl:hasSentDateTime, and edxl:hasOriginatingMessageID datatype prop-
erties. The MessageContentType property is also a mandatory property,
however, it is always set to the type of resource message, i.e. if the resource
message is a “RequestResource” message, its MessageContentType is also
set to this value. Since this information can be inferred from an instance of
the ResourceMessage class, it is dropped from the EDXL-RM ontology. The
remaining properties are optional, and are modelled as datatype properties
without cardinality restrictions. The list of all datatype properties of the
ResourceMessage class is given in Table 5.1.

In addition to the datatype properties, the ResourceMessage class has
number of object properties that relates it with rest of the classes in the
EDXL-RM model. The edxl:hasContactInformation property links the re-
source message to the contact information (edxl:ContactInformation) for
that message. Similary, edxl:hasFunding relates to funding information
(edxl:Funding) for the operation, edxl:hasIncidentInformation links to the
incident information (edxl:IncidentInformation), edxl:hasResourceInformation
links to the information on resources pertaining to the message
(edxl:ResourceInformation), and edxl:hasMessageRecall relates to the mes-
sage being recalled (edxl:MessageRecall). Table 5.1 lists all the object prop-
erties of the ResourceMessage class.
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Table 5.1: Properties of ResourceMessage class

Domain Datatype property Range
ResourceMessage hasMessageDescription string

hasMessageID string
hasOriginatingMessageID string
hasPrecedingMessageID string
hasSentDateTime dateTime

Domain Object property Range
ResourceMessage hasContactInformation ContactInformation

hasIncidentInformation IncidentInformation
hasMessageRecall MessageRecall
hasResourceInformation ResourceInformation
hasFunding Funding

5.1.3 ContactInformation element

The ContactInformationType, and LocationType modules in the EDXL-RM
element reference model does not give a complete picture of their domain.
However, the results from the samples study indicated that these are based
on existing OASIS specification for modelling contact personnel (Extensible
Party Information Language - xPIL, Extensible Address Language - xAL),
and location (Geo Markup Language - GML) [50]. Since ontologies for
describing such data already exist, it became evident that reuse of these
ontologies is preferred to remodelling them from scratch. Reuse of ontologies
is also one of the best practices that an ontology developer must adhere to,
since it helps to build a better Semantic Web.

Figure 5.3: EDXL-RM - ContactInformation element [2].

The ContactInformation element, and its Radio sub element (see Figure
5.3) are mapped to edxl:ContactInformation, and edxl:Radio. The Con-
tactLocation, and AdditionalContactInformation sub elements of Contact-
Information element are mapped to edxl:Location, and edxl:Party classes
in the EDXL-RM ontology (see Figure 5.8) since they are complex types.
The complete list of object properties for the ContactInformation class are
maintained in Table 5.2.

The ContactDescription element of ContactInformation in the original
model is eliminated from the OWL model as that information is redundant
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when the Party class is present. The only remaining datatype property
is the ContactRole listed in Table 5.2. The ContactRole property is an
example of components in the element reference model that have restricted
list of values. For example, ContactRole property must only have the values
of “Approver”, “Owner”, “Requester”, “RespondingOrg”, “Sender”, and
“SubjectMatterExpert”. These restricions are implemented in the ontology
as datatype properties with range restrictions using a list of predefined string
values. RecallType property of MessageRecall, ResponseType property of
ResponseInformation, and ScheduleType property of ScheduleInformation
are other properties that have restricted values.

Table 5.2: Properties of ContactInformation class

Domain Datatype property Range
ContactInformation hasContactRole string
Domain Object property Range
ContactInformation hasContactLocation Location

hasParty Party
hasPerson Person
hasRadio Radio

The Radio class lists details such as type of radio being used, and its
communication channels. Its properties are listed in table 5.3. Several
radios may be used in the communication. The Radio class is linked to the
ContactInformation class using the edxl:hasRadio object property.

Table 5.3: Properties of Radio class

Domain Datatype property Range
Radio hasRadioChannel string

hasRadioType string

The AdditionalContactInformation element in the ContactInformation
element is modelled as the edxl:Party class since it is a complex class. It is
used to document the contact details of the communicating parties. The
Party class is specialised into ResourceOwner, ResourceDistributor, and
ResourceManager. They are disjoint with each other, and are created to
maintain compatibility with the OwnerShipInformation class, where the
edxl:hasOwner object property has ResourceOwner as its range.

Classes Organization, and Person are also specialisations of the Party
class. These classes and their properties are already defined in the FOAF
ontology [51] making it possible to reuse them. Therefore, foaf:Person, and
foaf:Organization are used to model Person, and Organization classes in
the EDXL-RM ontology. Some of their properties are also resued, namely
foaf:firstName, foaf:lastName, and foaf:name instead of developing new prop-
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erties in EDXL-RM ontology. Properties of Party, and Person classes are
listed in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Properties of Party, and Person class

Domain Datatype property Range
Party hasAreaCode literal

hasCommunicationMediaType string
hasContactDescription string
hasContactHours string
hasCountryCode literal
hasElectronicAddressIdentifier string
hasLocalNumber literal
name string

Person firstName string
lastName string

5.1.4 Location element

The Location class is used to provide location details related to the Con-
tactInformation class, and the scheduled delivery location of a resource.
Location details are provided as postal address, geo coordinates, or both.
The W3C Basic Geo vocabulary [52] is used to describe basic geo features
such as latitude, and longitude. The wgs84:Point class is reused to repre-
sent geo coordinates, and wgs84:lat long property documents the value for
latitude and longitude in the EDXL-RM ontology. The EDXL-RM Loca-
tion element is represented by Location, and Point classes in the EDXL-RM
ontology. Properties pertaining to Location, and Point class are listed in
Table 5.5.

Figure 5.4: EDXL-RM - Location element [2].

The edxl:hasCountry property is part of the Location class, and it is used
to refer to a resource of DBpedia PopulatedPlace type, which is used to rep-
resent populated places, and in turn, countries of the world. This makes it
possible to retrieve other pertinent information about the location such as
the population, key demographics, and so on. More on this is explained in
Chapter 6 - Use Cases. Other properties, namely the details for postal, or
street addresses (edxl:hasThoroughfare, edxl:hasPostCode, etc.) are mod-
elled from scratch in the ontology since no suitable classes, and properties
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are available in W3C Basic Geo vocabulary, or popular geo ontologies such
as Geonames [53].

Table 5.5: Properties of Location, Point class

Domain Datatype property Range
Location hasAdministrativeArea string

hasFreeTextAddress string
hasLocality string
hasPostCode literal
hasSubAdministrativeArea string
hasThoroughfare string
hasLocationDescription string

Point lat long literal
Domain Object property Range
Location hasPoint Point

5.1.5 QuantityType element

Redundant information contained in EDXL-RM element reference model is
removed in the EDXL-RM ontology. For instance, the quantity of a Resource
is modelled with QuantityType, its subtype (MeasuredQuanity), and a prop-
erty (Amount) in the message samples. This rather long relation is replaced
with simpler edxl:Quanity class with two properties, edxl:hasAmount, and
edxl:hasQuantityType property in the EDXL-RM ontology. While such re-
dundant information is required in the orignial XML messaging standard,
they are eliminated from the OWL model to produce a better ontology
representation. Properties of Quantity class are listed in Table 5.6, and
QuantityType element of EDXL-RM is represented as the Quantity class in
the EDXL-RM ontology.

Table 5.6: Properties of Quantity class

Domain Datatype property Range
Quantity hasAmount literal

hasQuantityType string

5.1.6 ValueListType element

Some of the elements in the original EDXL-RM specification are removed
in the EDXL-RM ontlogy. The ValueListType element (see Figure 5.5) is
implemented as a name-value pair in the EDXL-RM samples. It is used
by ResponseInformation to represent ReasonCode property, ResourceStatus
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to represent DeploymentStatus property, and Resource to represent Key-
word, and TypeStructure properties. It is evident from the samples that
ValueListType is used to represent types, which can represented by a string
type. Therefore the complex class requirement for the ValueListType is
eliminated in the ontology, and is implemented as a datatype property with
a string type in the classes it is used.

Figure 5.5: EDXL-RM - ValueListType element [2].

5.1.7 MessageRecall element

The MessageRecall element is used to cancel, or update previous messages,
and it is modelled as the MessageRecall class in the EDXL-RM ontology.
The RecalledMessageID element in Figure 5.6 points to the MessageID of
an earlier ResourceMessage. However, in EDXL-RM ontology we use the
edxl:hasRecalledMessage to refer to the URI of the previous message as the
identifier. The use of URI is a feature enabled by RDF, and a more in depth
look into its benefits can be found in Chapter 6 - Use Cases. The second
property, RecallType is modelled as the edxl:hasRecallType datatype prop-
erty. If edxl:hasRecallType is “Cancel”, the previous message is cancelled
in the system. If edxl:hasRecallType is “Update”, the previous message
is replaced with the content of the current message, i.e. the message that
carries MessageRecall element. The list of properties of MessageRecall class
are available in Table 5.7.

Figure 5.6: EDXL-RM - MessageRecall element [2].

5.1.8 OwnershipInformation element

The OwnershipInformation element in Figure 5.7 is modelled as the Owner-
shipInformation class in the ontology. The properties of this class are listed
in Table 5.8. The Owner property in the element reference model takes a
string value as the name of the Owner. However, in the EDXL-RM ontology
it is modelled as the hasOwner property which takes ResourceOwner class
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Table 5.7: Properties of MessageRecall class

Domain Datatype property Range
MessageRecall hasRecallType string
Domain Object property Range
MessageRecall hasRecalledMessage ResourceMessage

as range. ResourceOwner is a sub class of edxl:Party type, which refers to a
communicating party. This helps us to reuse existing Party information in
the OwnershipInformation class, which is a better alternative to text only
Owner names.

Figure 5.7: EDXL-RM - OwnershipInformation element [2].

Table 5.8: Properties of OwnershipInformation class

Domain Datatype property Range
OwnershipInformation hasHomeDispatch string

hasHomeUnit string
hasOwningJurisdiction string

Domain Object property Range
OwnershipInformation hasOwner ResourceOwner

5.1.9 Remaining elements

The remaining elements in the element reference model comprised of simple
classes such as IncidentInformation, ResponseInformation, Funding, etc.,
and their properties. These classes and their properties are modelled based
on the guidelines mentioned in Section 5.1.1. Figure 5.8 represents the
classes of the EDXL-RM ontology model developed using this approach. The
figure only depicts the main classes in the EDXL-RM ontology. Other im-
portant components of the ontology, namely object properties, and datatype
properties that are not discussed previously are listed in Tables 5.9 and 5.10.
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Figure 5.8: EDXL-RM ontolgoy model
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Table 5.9: Object properties of EDXL-RM ontology model

Domain Object property Range
ResourceInformation hasAssignmentInformation AssignmentInformation

hasScheduleInformation ScheduleInformation
hasResponseInformation ResponseInformation
hasResource Resource

AssignmentInformation hasAssignmentInstruction AssignmentInstruction
hasQuantity Quantity

Resource hasOwnershipInformation OwnershipInformation
hasResourceStatus ResourceStatus
hasResponsibleParty Party

ScheduleInformation hasLocation Location

Table 5.10: Datatype properties of EDXL-RM ontology model

Domain Datatype property Range
AssignmentInformation hasAnticipatedFunction string

hasOrderID string
hasPriceQuote string
hasRestriction string

AssignmentInstruction hasModeOfTransportation string
hasNavigationInstruction string
hasReportingInstruction string

Funding hasFundCode string
hasFundingInfo string

IncidentInformation hasIncidentDescription string
hasIncidentID string

Resource hasCertification string
hasCredential string
hasDescription string
hasName string
hasResourceID string
hasSpecialRequirement string
hasTypeInfo literal
hasResourceType string
hasKeyword string

ResourceStatus hasAvailability string
hasInventoryRefreshDateTime dateTime
hasDeploymentStatus string

ResponseInformation hasPrecedingResourceInfoElementID string
hasResponseReason string
hasResponseType string
hasReasonCode string

ScheduleInformation hasDateTime dateTime
hasScheduleType string
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5.2 Limitations of existing tools

A detailed study of existing reengineering, and refactoring tools (see Section
4.3) revealed their strengths and weaknesses.

In context to this thesis, a reengineer is a tool that transforms an XML
input to an RDF graph. XML2OWL, and XS2OWL can only generate
OWL ontologies from XML. These tools also requires an XML schema to
function. While XML2OWL can generate an XML schema from an XML
instance file, the generated schema runs the risk of being incomplete. The
EDXL-RM standard uses a total of 32 (16 for each of the message type,
and several common schemas) separate XML schemas [50], and several of
these schemas are required for a single message. XS2OWL requires separate
XSL stylesheets for each of the XML schema that is used. It also generates
three separate ontologies as the output instead of a single ontology. Since
these tools does not generate the required RDF graph output, and since it
is decided to develop an ontology for the EDXL-RM standard from scratch,
these tools were removed as candidates.

Krextor comes with API support making it easier to be plugged into the
workflow. However, it requires a custom XSLT template to map input XML
structures to generic templates for each of the EDXL-RM message type.
This requirement introduces overhead owing to the large number of message
types in the EDXL-RM standard, and their associated data structures. This
makes it difficult to develop a simple, generic workflow using Krextor.

Semion tool from STLab is no longer under active development, and
most of its functionalities are merged with Apache Stanbol. The publicly
available version of the tool works only with databases as data source, and
XML input through individual XML files are not supported.

Rhizomik ReDefer requires an ontology representation of each of the
XML Schema in the input, which goes against the goal of having a single
ontology to represent the entire EDXL-RM domain. It is implemented as
a web service, making it difficult to be used in a workflow that works with
local files in an offline environment.

TopBraid composer was not explored in detail since the reengineering
feature is not available in the free edition.

XMLMaster meets the criteria for both reengineer and refactor. How-
ever, it uses an intermediate mapping language for custom mapping of ele-
ments, which results in a steep learning curve. It is implemented as a plug-in
for Protégé, which limits its usability as it does not have any API support
to be used in the workflow.

OwlMap was initially chosen as the reengineer since it met all the other
requirements in spite of having the need for an XML schema. Preliminary
tests also indicated that reengineering gave expected results. However, test-
ing with different EDXL-RM messages revealed that some of the data from
XML input were missing from the output. It also introduced extra charac-
ters such as carriage returns to the output, which is not desirable.
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The evaluation of Apache Stanbol Rules as a refactor gave positive results
at start. It features a rule language, and a rule engine that makes it easy
to create, and manage rules which can be used to refactor a RDF graph.
However, Stanbol is still in development, and Stanbol Rules component was
found to be buggy while handling RDF graphs that had deep nesting, and
several nodes of the same type.

Although none of the tools that were evaluated for the role of reengineer
and refactor were chosen, it did give an insight into what an ideal reengineer,
or refactor should do. Most of the tools employed some form of XSL trans-
formation for reengineering, reinforcing its credibility as a means to perform
XML transformation. Therefore, the reengineer to be developed must make
use of XSLT, but it should be limited to a single XSL stylesheet instead of
many, as is the case with some of the tools discussed above. The necessity
of having an XML schema has its benefits and drawbacks. However, its
dependency in the transformation process can be eliminated by developing
a reengineer that does not depend on it.

5.3 Overview of the EDXL-OWL system

The converter employs a two-stage workflow to convert EDXL-RM messages
to OWL. In the first stage, a reengineer transforms the XML based EDXL-
RM message to RDF using an XSL stylesheet. The RDF graph is then
fed as the input to the second stage, along with the EDXL-RM ontology.
Refactor in the second stage then converts the RDF graph to an instance of
EDXL-RM ontology to yield the final output. This approach is illustrated
in Figure 5.9, where the left-hand side shows the reengineering component,
and the right-hand side shows refactoring component.

Figure 5.9: Architecture of the EDXL to OWL converter

.
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5.3.1 Reengineering XML to RDF

Careful evaluation of several reengineering tools revealed that they did not
meet all the requirements for the reengineer explained in Section 3.3. This
result led to the conclusion that it is best to develop a reengineer that makes
use of XSLT as a means to achieve XML to RDF transformation.

An XSL stylesheet containing XSLT rules to convert XML to RDF is
necessary for the reengineer. It is the most important component of the
reengineer as it essentially drives the entire transformation process. In order
to achieve this, either a generic XSL stylesheet can be developed, or existing
XSLT rules that converts XML to RDF can be reused. Reusing existing XSL
transformation rules is preferred, since it saves considerable development
effort.

Search for known projects that employs XSLT to carry out XML to
RDF conversion lead us to the AstroGrid-D Project, run by the German
Astronomy Community Grid (GACG). The AstroGrid project has developed
XML2RDF - a set of XSLT rules that can be used to transform any generic
XML to RDF through XSLT. This project was conceived from a need to port
XML output from robotic telescopes to Stellaris, the information service of
AstroGrid-D which uses RDF. It has been in development since 2007, and
the latest version of XML2RDF has features such as avoidance of blank
nodes, independent operation without an XML Schema, and support for
bidirectional extension through one-to-one mapping [54].

The transformation rules of XML2RDF is implemented as an XSL stylesheet.
Any XSLT processor can execute it against an XML input. Most of the
programming frameworks have support for XML and XSLT, but the Java
framework is chosen for this task as it is easier to develop cross-platform
software with Java.

5.3.2 Refactoring RDF graph with an ontology

The second stage of the EDXL-OWL workflow transforms the RDF graph
output from the first stage to OWL format aligned with the EDXL-RM
ontology. This is an essential step to make sure that the output is a true
representation of the problem domain. Apache Stanbol Rules is first chosen
to carry out this task, but its current limitations (see Section 5.2) makes
it difficult to be considered as a refactor. A possible solution then is to
develop a refactoring component that meets the specific requirements of the
refactor explained in Section 3.3. This is achieved by developing the refactor
component in Java using Apache Jena.

Apache Jena is a framework for developing Semantic Web applications
in the Java language. Key components of the Jena framework include an
API for reading, writing, and processing RDF data, API for handling OWL
ontologies, a rule engine, RDF-triple stores and ability to cache ontologies
locally. Jena also supports several output formats including Ntriples, Turtle,
and RDF/XML [35]. The refactor uses Jena APIs as the primary means to
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read RDF data, process it, and write OWL instance files. The remaining
logic of the refactor is written in Java.

5.3.3 Design of the Algorithm

The design of the algorithm is based on the reengineer output. To better
understand this process, let us look at lines 1 - 9 from the EDXL-RM message
sample in Appendix A.2, and observe how this XML snippet is transformed
to RDF, and then to RDF aligned with the EDXL-RM ontology.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

2 <rmsg:RequestResource

3 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0"

4 xmlns:xpil="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xpil:3"

5 xmlns:xal="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xal:3"

6 xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"

7 xmlns:rmsg="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0:msg"

8 xmlns:xnl="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xnl:3">

9 <rmsg:MessageID>urn:au-qld-eoc:12332</rmsg:MessageID>

The above snippet shows the simple structure for the MessageID element,
and the following snippet shows how the XML data is transformed into an
RDF graph by the reengineer.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

2 <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">

3 <rdf:Description xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/TR/2008/REC-xml-20081126#"

4 rdf:about="">

5 <rmsg:RequestResource

6 xmlns:rmsg="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0:msg#">

7 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource">

8 <rmsg:MessageID>

9 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/rmsg:MessageID">

10 <rdf:value>urn:au-qld-eoc:12332</rdf:value>

11 </rdf:Description>

12 </rmsg:MessageID>

A careful examination the reengineer output from above reveals a num-
ber of interesting facts. The inferences made from this examination are
documented in the list below.

• In an RDF triple, when the predicate represents a rdf:value, the
corresponding object is a literal value that must be modelled as an
owl:DatatypeProperty. For example, from lines 8 - 12 in the above
snippet, we can observe that subject URI is
rmsg:RequestResource/rmsg:MessageID, predicate is rdf:value, and
object is urn:au-qld-eoc:12332, which is a literal type.
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• The hierarchical structure of the EDXL-RM message is preserved within
the Subject URI. If we consider the subject URI,
rmsg:RequestResource/rmsg:MessageID, the rightmost element repre-
sents the current node, the element to its left represents its parent
node, and so on till the root node at the leftmost end. For instance,
MessageID is the current node, and it belongs to the RequestResource
class, which is also the root node. It is thus possible to trace the cur-
rent node to the root node by traversing the elements in the Subject
URI.

• All objects with literal values follow the same pattern above. RDF
statements that does not follow this pattern can safely be ignored by
the refactor. This is because all the details needed to reconstruct the
hierarchy is contained in the Subject URI.

• The XML data pertaining to a ResourceInfoElementID of the sample
from Appendix A.2 is given below.

1 <rmsg:ResourceInformation>

2 <rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>001</rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>

In the RDF snippet below, we can observe that the reengineer appends
numerical identifiers to node URIs. This information can be used to
uniquely identify subjects, and objects during the refactoring stage.

1 <rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>

2 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

3 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID">

4 <rdf:value>001</rdf:value>

5 </rdf:Description>

6 </rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>

Let us consider how this information can be used to perform the refac-
toring step using an example. We will use the following RDF snippet as an
example:

1 <rm:IncidentDescription

2 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

3 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

4 rmsg:IncidentInformation_5/rm:IncidentDescription">

5 <rdf:value>Cyclone Larry</rdf:value>

6 </rdf:Description>

7 </rm:IncidentDescription>

From the RDF snippet above, we know that the subject URI is
rmsg:RequestResource/rmsg:IncidentInformation 5/rm:IncidentDescription,
predicate is of rdf:value type, and object is “Cyclone Larry”. Since the
predicate is rdf:value, and object has a literal value, we know that the
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current node, IncidentDescription is a datatype property of an OWL class.
This information can be used to create a new triple that is aligned with the
EDXL-RM ontology. In order to do this, the subject is extracted from URI
of the current node, and object from the object URI (which is a literal in this
case) and stored in variables. The predicate for the triple is usually “has” +
node name (has + IncidentDescription in this case), otherwise the matching
predicate is obtained from a lookup table. At this point the variables hold
the following values:

nodeURI : rmsg:RequestResource/rmsg:IncidentInformation 5/
rm:IncidentDescription
node: IncidentDescription
subjectURI : rmsg:RequestResource/rmsg:IncidentInformation 5
subject : IncidentInformation
predicate: hasIncidentDescription
objectURI : Cyclone Larry
object : Cyclone Larry

Since the current node points to a datatype property, it needs to be
added to the class it belongs to, which is stored in subject variable. First, it
needs to be seen if the individual of this class is already present in the base
model (ontmBase from now, which is an instance of Jena OntModel class).
The ontmBase model is queried using Jena getIndividual() method using the
subject URI. If a match is found it is returned, otherwise a new individual
for that class is created with createIndividual() method in Jena from the
reference ontology model (ontmEdxl from now on, which is an instance of
Jena OntModel class populated with EDXL-RM ontology) using the subject
URI. Similarly, the predicate property is obtained by querying the ontmEdxl
model with getOntProperty() method using the predicate name. The object
has a literal value in the current node, therefore it is left as it is. The triple
is then added to ontmBase using OntModel.add() method.

Once the triple is added to ontmBase model, it is checked if the current
node has any parents in the subject URI. The subject URI has RequestRe-
source to the left of IncidentInformation indicating that RequestResource
is its parent. In this case, the node URI and object URI is swapped with
the current subject URI, and the process is repeated. The variables then
change to the following:

nodeURI : rmsg:RequestResource/rmsg:IncidentInformation 5
node: IncidentInformation
subjectURI : rmsg:RequestResource
subject : RequestResource
predicate: hasIncidentInformation
objectURI : rmsg:RequestResource/rmsg:IncidentInformation 5
object : IncidentInformation
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The object is not a literal value in this iteration, which indicates that the
current node is an object property of the subject (RequestResource class).
The processing of this RDF statement works just as in the previous case,
but instead of creating a new object, the existing individual of IncidentInfor-
mation (which was the subject in the earlier iteration) is retrieved using the
object URI. The predicate property is fetched from ontmEdxl as before. A
new individual of RequestResource class is created as subject in ontmBase
as it does not exist now. The RDF triple is then added to ontmBase.

Since the subject URI has no more parents (RequestResource is the root
node) the processing can stop here. This completes the processing of one
RDF statement. The process is then repeated till all the RDF statements
in the RDF graph are processed.

This technique works for all RDF statements that follow the same hi-
erarchical structure and naming conventions as in the ontology. However,
some classes and properties in the ontology are modelled differently than the
original EDXL-RM XML specification. For example, consider the following
code snippet from the reengineer output.

1 <xnl:NameElement>

2 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

3 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

4 xpil:PartyName/xnl:PersonName/xnl:NameElement">

5 <xnl:ElementType>FirstName</xnl:ElementType>

6 <rdf:value>Alex</rdf:value>

7 </rdf:Description>

8 </xnl:NameElement>

Here the node URI is rmsg:RequestResource/rmsg:ContactInformation 6/
rm:AdditionalContactInformation 2/xpil:PartyName/xnl:PersonName/
xnl:NameElement. The EDXL-RM has a simpler hierarchy to represent the
same information, which does not have AdditionalContactInformation, Par-
tyName, PersonName, or NameElement. In this case, the URI is replaced
with a URI scheme that is compatible with the EDXL-RM ontology. For in-
stance, the URI pattern above will be replaced with rmsg:RequestResource/
rmsg:ContactInformation 6/xpil:Person/foaf:firstName. The pattern match-
ing is implemented using regular expressions in Java. This step ensures that
all statements in the RDf graph are processed properly. Once this pre pro-
cessing step is completed RDF statements can be processed as explained
earlier.
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5.3.4 Algorithm

The lessons learnt from the exercise in the earlier section is summarised as
the following algorithm:

1. Extract the subject-predicate-object triples from the input graph and
store it in a list.

2. Fetch the next RDF statement from the list. See if the current Predi-
cate represents an rdf:value.
a. Yes. Go to step 3.
b. No. Go to step 2.

3. Modify the node URI to match the hierarchy, and naming conventions
in the EDXL-RM ontology model.

4. Extract the subject URI from the node URI, and see if an individual
with the subject URI exists in the output model.
a. Yes. Retrieve this subject, and attach the object to this instance.
b. No. Create a new individual from the EDXL-RM ontology model
with the subject URI. Attach the object to this individual.

5. See if the Subject URI has any parents.
a. Yes. Swap the node URI, and Object URI with the current subject
URI, and go to step 4.
b. No. Processing has finished for the current statement. Go to step
2.

6. Repeat steps 2 - 5, till all RDF statements are processed.

5.3.5 Implementation of the EDXL-OWL system

The EDXL-OWL converter is implemented in Java. The package consists of
three classes: the EntryPoint class serves as the entry point to the applica-
tion, the Reengineer class implements triplification of the input XML file to
produce an RDF graph, and the Refactor class implements the methods to
align the RDF graph with the EDXL-RM ontology to produce an instance
of the EDXL-RM ontology. The method details of these classes are listed in
Tables D.1, D.2, and D.3 in Appendix D.
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5.3.6 Deployment of the EDXL-OWL system

The EDXL-OWL converter is deployed as a command-line tool in an exe-
cutable Java jar file. The jar file, along with its dependent files are delivered
as a compressed archive. Once extracted, a folder called “EDXL-OWL Con-
verter” is created with the following files, and folder structure in the file
system of the user.

• data (This folder contains all the dependent files)

– xml2rdf3.xsl (The XSLT rules used by the reengineer is stored
here.)

∗ import (This folder contains all the ontologies used by the
refactor)

· edxl.owl (This is the EDXL-RM ontology)

• converter.jar (This is the executable jar file of the EDXL-OWL system)

• EDXL-RM-RequestResourceExample.xml (A sample EDXL-RM Re-
quest Resource message for testing purposes)

• EDXL-RM-ResponseToRequestResourceExample (A sample EDXL-
RM Response To Request Resource message)

In order to run the converter, Java must be installed in the users sys-
tem, and this is the only requirement. Once this requirement is met, the user
can run the converter by issuing the following command from the command
prompt:

java -jar converter.jar <input.xml>

The last parameter, input.xml is the name of the EDXL-RM message to
be transformed. If the converter is successful in its execution, a filename-
intermediate.rdf file, and a filename-final.rdf file will be created in the root
folder. The intermediate RDF file is the output from the reengineer, and
the final RDF file is the final output, which is an instance of the EDXL-RM
ontology populated with the data from the input.xml file.
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Chapter 6

Use Cases

This chapter discusses the potential benefits of a Semantic Web enabled
EDXL standard over its XML based counterpart. Each case explores sce-
narios where Semantic Web technologies enable EDXL messaging system to
accomplish its tasks in a better fashion, or enable new features that was
not intended in original standard, but is now possible due to Semantic Web
features of EDXL-OWL.

6.1 Open data access through SPARQL end-
points

The EDXL standards have been put to good use in past emergencies. The
testing of the EDXL-OWL system required real-world message samples,
therefore, the first choice was to procure samples from past emergency in-
cidents. However, soon it became clear that these samples were not easily
available, even when the EDXL messaging standards themselves are built
on open standards. The emergency data accrued during past emergencies -
notably the 2010 earth quakes in Haiti - are not publicly available, making
it out of reach from individuals who might be able to make good use of the
data.

The data gathered during an emergency can be of great use even after
the incident. For example, it can be used by emergency practitioners as a
learning tool, and may help to plan better for future emergency situations.
The EDXL standards are at a disadvantage here, since it is used only as a
messaging platform. Storage, and sharing of the emergency information are
not in its design scope. Semantic formats have a distinct advantage over
EDXL in the same scenario. The messages could be stored, and exposed
to the outside world through SPARQL endpoints. This easily enables pub-
lic access of information, and any one with an understanding of running
SPARQL queries can access the information.
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The Data.gov initiative aims to bring government data to public do-
main, and semantic formats have a big part to play in this project. The
government of the United Kingdom provides a SPARQL endpoint at http:
//data.gov.uk/sparql, which lets you run SPARQL queries against edu-
cation, transport, and ordnance survey data sources. While the amount of
data expressed in semantic formats is much less compared to data available
as Comma Separated Values (CSV), and spreadsheets, it is definitely a good
start. This example shows that a similar system to publish, and consume
emergency message data is indeed a possibility.

Open SPARQL endpoints are a great way to access information. How-
ever, SPARQL endpoints may get overloaded by random users who are igno-
rant, or may be prone to exploitation by malicious users. There is a need to
have some form of authorisation mechanism before users can issue queries.
Virtuoso Universal Server serves as triple store, and SPARQL endpoint. It
offers OAuth based security to SPARQL endpoints. WebID is also gaining
traction as another mechanism to secure SPARQL endpoints [55].

6.2 Better decision support with Reasoners

Reasoning is the ability to infer new knowledge from ontologies, and existing
instance data. Reasoners have been proven useful to arrive at conclusions
that was only intended, but not explicitly expressed in the ontology. Reason-
ers can also be used for semantic validation. For instance, OWL reasoners
were used to detect problems with the EDXL-RM ontology during its de-
velopment.

In the past decade, decision-support systems employing ontologies, and
reasoning engines that help with some parts of decision making process have
emerged. The application domains for these decision-support systems range
from clinical management, justice and legal advice to waste-water manage-
ment. In [56], the authors developed a system that uses ontology reasoning
to automatically categorise alerts generated by implantable defibrillators.
Since the alerts can be numerous, the reasoning ability helps to prioritise
among them, and speed up the decision making process. In [57], the au-
thors explain how the use of ontology-based reasoning, and Bayesian net-
works have helped in legal reasoning. In Australia, the growing number of
legal cases related to owners corporations were putting a lot of strain on the
judicial system as well as the government. Using past cases as references,
the authors modelled legal arguments, and their outcomes as an ontology to
provide decision support for negotiating disputes among members of owners
corporations. These proven examples gives credence to ontology reasoners
to aid with decision support.

OWL reasoners can be a valuable tool to speed up operations in emer-
gency management. An EDXL-RM “Resource” can refer to a material re-
source (e.g. ambulance), or personnel (e.g. doctor). At present, what con-
stitutes a resource is expressed through its description, keywords etc. This
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textual approach to the problem requires some human intervention to de-
code the information, and take necessary action. Now, consider a case where
the Resource class is specialised into, for example, “Personnel”,“Vehicles”,
etc. With the help of reasoning support it is possible to deduce the resource
type, and reroute the message to concerned parties. This added automation
results in faster resource allocation, and decision support.

6.3 Global reach through the use of URIs

The EDXL messaging system uses XML to transmit information among
communicating parties. The communicating parties must be part of the
emergency network to have access to the information, and XML data must
be received, or is available to the communicating parties to make use of it.
This is not an issue if the communication stays within the confines of the
emergency network, but becomes a limitation when there is a need to tap
into external networks.

Semantic formats on the other hand uses URIs to publish their data.
RDF uses URIs to refer to things (a person, vehicle, location etc.), and their
relationships through predicates, which again uses URIs. This approach
makes it an ideal data model for the Web, and this is evident from the fact
that a user can dereference a URI to get to the necessary information using
the HTTP protocol.

To better understand the benefit of URIs, let us consider an example
where an emergency responder wishes to access to some information. This
is difficult if the person is not part of the emergency team, and therefore does
not have access to the information, and the tools to process it. However, if
URI schemes of the Semantic Web are used, and they are publicly known,
the users can lookup this information themselves.

The use of a URI scheme makes it possible to reuse concepts already on
the Web. For instance, the parties can reuse a URI of a particular resource
instead of transmitting the same XML message every time the resource
is used. URIs also makes it possible to make use of constructs such as
the owl:sameAs property, which is used to denote that two resources refer
to the same thing. This is useful to aggregate information from different
sources with the help of reasoners at a later stage, and quite useful to find
a replacement if a particular resource is no longer in use.

The EDXL-OWL system already supports some of the benefits men-
tioned above. The details of a Country in Location data is represented as
a dbpedia:PopulatedPlace resource, instead of just plain text data. This
helps to reuse existing resources, and also opens up the possibility of getting
additional information through a resource. For example, it is now possible
to tap into DBpedia to get additional information such as area, population,
key domographics, languages, etc. of a country, which was not possible when
country was represented in plain text.
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6.4 Opportunities with Linked Data

Linked Data is one of the corner stones of Semantic Web. It constitutes
some of the best practices to publish, share, and link data, information,
and knowledge on the Semantic Web. It uses URIs to refer to things, RDF
to represent the data, and HTTP as the communication protocol. The
Linked Data network has witnessed tremendous growth since 2007, when
Linked Data enabled services first began to appear. By enabling semantic
support to EDXL through EDXL-OWL it becomes possible to tap into this
large interconnected database, which is otherwise not possible with the XML
based EDXL standard. This enables EDXL-OWL to not just make use of
current entities in the Linked Data, but the future additions as well. The
scenarios listed below illustrates how an EDXL-OWL based system, can
make use of Linked Data.

The EDXL standard supports geo-codes to denote locations using Ge-
ography Markup Language (GML). With the help of GML, it is possible
to encode locations in the form of a Point, Line, Circle or closed Polygon
shapes [2]. While this is certainly useful, and covers most of the usage sce-
narios, an EDXL-OWL based system can offer additional features to plain
geo-coding. For instance, it becomes possible to link to semantic databases
such as GeoNames [53] to significantly enhance the location data. Lookup
of location meta data (location name, location features, population count,
etc.) from geographic coordinates is made possible. This is a value added
service if only geo-codes are available in the message. There is also a pos-
sibility to retrieve location information from postal codes, which could be
a boon if the sender has no access to a Global Positioning System (GPS)
device.

The Friend Of A Friend (FOAF) ontology is part of the Linked Data
network, which has become the de facto mechanism to express information
about people, and their social connections on the Semantic Web. In an
emergency situation, there is a likelihood of people getting separated from
their group, and loved ones. Traditionally, the details of such individuals
are passed along as lists, radio messages, or even pinned on bulletin boards.
In such situations, a FOAF profile along with an EDXL-RM Request In-
formation message can be used to publish information on missing persons
to the entire emergency network. The use of FOAF profiles makes it eas-
ier to locate people. For example the FOAF search engine [58] is such a
project, that can be used to search for FOAF profiles of people, and their
associates. FOAF profiles usually tend to have important information such
as recent photograph, active email id, phone number, etc. of the person,
which makes it easy to identify a person. There is also a possibility of using
the foaf:knows attribute to track down known associates of an individual.
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Chapter 7

Evaluation of Results

This chapter presents the evaluation of results from the tests that were
conducted on the system. The system being referred to is the EDXL-OWL
converter, explained in Chapter 5. An overview of the tests themselves are
explained in Chapter 3.

7.1 Evaluating the EDXL-RM ontology model

In order to examine if the current design of the ontology could accurately de-
scribe an EDXL-RM message, the tests described in Section 3.2.1 were per-
formed. This involves manually modelling a sample EDXL-RM RequestRe-
source message to an instance of the EDXL-RM ontology. The sample Re-
questResource message used for this purpose is presented in Appendix A.2,
and the manually modelled OWL model is presented in Appendix B. The
modelling was successful, indicating that the developed ontology could suc-
cessfully model an EDXL-RM message. All of the data in the source were
successfully mapped to the OWL instance. The Pellet reasoner was run on
the ontology, which detected some design anomalies. These issues were fixed
as soon as it became known.

7.2 Testing the EDXL-OWL system

An operational workflow is essentially what drives the EDXL to OWL trans-
formation. In order for this to work, both the reengineer and the refactor
component must work hand-in-hand. The output from both the components
were studied and their results are documented in following sub-sections.

7.2.1 Verification of the Reengineer output

The reengineer is concerned with the first-stage of the workflow, where raw
XML is transformed to RDF. In order for this transformation to be deemed
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successful, the reengineer should satisfy the requirements criteria mentioned
in Section 3.3.1. This need resulted in an extensive study of triplifier tools to
see if they would fit these criteria. The results from this study is documented
in Chapter 4. Since none of the tools that were part of the study met all the
requirements (see Section 5.2), an XSLT based reengineer tool was developed
to perform this task. Results from the study of the output from the custom
reengineer is summarised below.

• A sample EDXL-RM Request Resource message was given as input to
the reengineer, which produced an RDF graph from the input data.
The input XML file is documented in Appendix A.2, and the resulting
RDF graph in C.1. By looking at the output RDF, it became evident
that the reengineer could transform XML to RDF. The validity of
the RDF output was validated using the W3C validator for RDF [59],
which indicated that the transformation results were compatible with
the RDF specification.

• Even when the reengineer output is valid RDF, it does not guarantee
accuracy in the transformation process. To examine if all of the input
data is preserved in the output, a through investigation of the input
XML and the RDF output is conducted. Since the input and output
differed in formats, automatic text comparison tools are ill equipped
to carry out the task. Therefore, the checks were conducted manually.
This approach ensured that all of the XML data was accurately rep-
resented as valid RDF statements, and that errors did not not creep
in during the transformation process i.e. no extra characters, carriage
returns, blank spaces, etc. It also ensured that no RDF statement
that was not present in the input XML were added in the RDF graph
. This satisfied the second criterion, i.e. requirement for a lossless
transformation

7.2.2 Verification of the Refactor output

The output from the refactor is presented in Appendix C.2. The refactor
output was subjected to tests mentioned in Section 3.3.4. The observations
made from the test results are summarised below.

The refactor output is validated using the OWL Validator [60], made
publicly available by The University of Manchester. The results indicated
that the refactor output was in conformance with the W3C OWL standard
specifications.

Running the RDF data instantiating the OWL model through reasoning
engines in Protégé revealed no anomalies, indicating that no unexpected
errors have crept into the ontology instance.

The final test compared the refactor output with expected result (see
Appendix B), a manually modelled ontology populated with the data from
the input XML. The results were positive, indicating that the EDXL-RM
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ontology instantiated with RDF data could accurately describe the struc-
ture, and content of EDXL-RM messages. This test also indicated that the
EDXL-OWL workflow has met its design goals.

Although the refactor output meets the functional requirements, there
exists some differences between actual and expected results. Let us dis-
cuss these differences with examples. The excerpt below is taken from the
expected results in Appendix B.

1 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

2 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#AssignmentInformation01">

3 <edxl:hasQuantity rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/

4 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Quantity01"/>

5 </owl:NamedIndividual>

The following excerpt is taken from the actual results in Appendix C.2.

1 <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.example.org#

2 rmsg-RequestResource/rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/

3 rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3">

4 <edxl:hasQuantity rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#

5 rmsg-RequestResource/rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/

6 rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3/rmsg-Quantity"/>

7 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

8 ontology/edxl.owl#AssignmentInformation"/>

9 </rdf:Description>

It is clear from the above example that the individuals in expected results
are represented as owl:NamedIndividual, where as in the actual results, in-
dividuals are represented as an RDF resource. Both are valid ways to refer
to named individuals in OWL, and RDF respectively, and provides the same
functionality. The URI scheme used to refer individuals in both cases are
significantly different. Owing to the manual modelling of expected results,
they follow a simpler URI scheme of base URI/name of the individual. The
individuals in actual results, shows the entire hierarchy of the particular
resource in its URI. These differences, however, does not affect their func-
tionality.

7.2.3 Future evaluation of Use Cases

The motivation for enabling Semantic Web technologies over EDXL messag-
ing standards is explained in Chapter 6 as use cases. Each use case explains
a scenario where a Semantic Web enabled system outperforms XML based
EDXL-RM messaging standard. It is desirable to put these scenarios to test
by developing an application around these concepts that can demonstrate its
feasibility. Such an undertaking is not possible under current circumstances
due to the lack of time. However, there is high degree of confidence that such
a system could be developed around these scenarios, since the assumptions
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in use cases are based on technology, and systems that are already in place
and have been proven to be reliable.
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Chapter 8

Discussion

This chapter reflects on the work that was carried out during this thesis,
and evaluate its outcome. A detailed analysis of the EDXL-OWL system, its
output, and limitations are explained in this chapter. Directions for future
research are explored at the end.

8.1 Reflection

In Chapter 3, the use of a triplifier to reengineer EDXL messages to RDF is
proposed. Several tools are evaluated for this purpose in Chapter 4, and in
Chapter 5 the use of a new reengineer is proposed. This decision stemmed
from the limitations of triplifiers that are available today. This is not to say
that all the tools were limiting in their use, but rather were not a best-fit
for the specific needs of this thesis.

The tools that are evaluated in Chapter 4 are the result of previous
research projects. Unlike commercial software most of these tools are no
longer in active development, and offers not much technical support. These
factors made it difficult to use these tools as components of the EDXL-
OWL system. Some of the reengineering tools have major limitations; for
instance, OwlMap introduced unwanted text, and removed some of the RDF
statements from the output, which manifested only with certain XML input.

The reengineers of today depends either on XML schemas, or XSL trans-
formations to perform syntactic transformation of XML to RDF. The study
of existing tools in Chapter 4 revealed that the requirement of having XML
schemas by reengineers becomes a limiting factor in cases like EDXL-RM
messages, which uses not just one, but several schemas depending on the
message type. An XSLT-based reengineer proved to be the better choice,
since it can work independent of an XML schema. It also remains indifferent
to the input data, thereby making it possible to work with a wide variety of
input data without any significant overhead.

Refactoring the RDF output from the reengineer constitute the second
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part of the EDXL-OWL system. Despite its many advantages, Stanbol Rules
component could not be used as a refactor since is not capable of handling
RDF graphs that has several levels of nesting, and many nodes with identical
types. It is also discovered that blank nodes in RDF graph are resulting in
refactoring to fail. Therefore a rule-based refactor such as Apache Stanbol
Rules can only be used once it becomes more stable, although it offers a lot
more features than the refactor developed to meet the thesis goals.

The differences in XML based EDXL-RM and its ontology representation
posed some interesting design challenges while developing the refactoring
component. This is due to the fact that not all EDXL-RM elements are
represented as it is in the OWL model. Some parts of the entity hierarchy is
modified in the EDXL-RM ontology compared to its XML representation.
These design choices are explained in detail in Chapter 5. While this is
intended to develop a better ontology model of the problem domain, it did
introduce some additional overhead to the refactoring process.

This effect is especially noticeable in the Location, and ContactInfor-
mation classes of the ontology. Since the refactor does not see the same
hierarchy for these classes in the OWL model compared to the RDF graph,
an automatic mapping of some of their properties does not work here. This
is addressed by introducing some custom programming logic that is hard-
coded into the code base. During the test runs, it is noticed that these
outlier conditions only make up about 15 to 20 percent of all the RDF
statements. Since hard-coded logic is not very desirable, these conditions
are implemented as patterns of regular expressions at a module level, making
it a little easier to introduce changes in the future, if desired. This is still far
from an ideal situation. However, considering the differences between XML
and OWL model it is the only solution at the moment.

8.2 Limitations

During the evaluation of EDXL-RM as the potential EDXL standard to
focus the research effort, it became clear that procuring samples of EDXL-
RM messages depicting real world scenarios is quite difficult. Despite being
an open standard, and already being in use around the world to tackle
emergency situations, access to EDXL-RM message samples appears to be
limited. As a compromise, samples from EDXL-Sharp project, and EDXL-
RM specification are used to perform testing of the EDXL-OWL system.
The samples follow the same specifications as specified in the EDXL-RM
specification, and therefore the results obtained from their use are considered
to be valid.

The EDXL-OWL system assumes that the input XML conforms to the
EDXL-RM XML specification, and therefore the reengineering component
does not perform any validation checks on the input. This issue needs to be
addressed before the EDXL-OWL system is ready for real world applications.
With input validation in place, one can avoid unnecessary transformations
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resulting from faulty input. There are some open source implementations of
EDXL standards (e.g. EDXL-Sharp) that could be used to perform input
validation.

The output from the system is checked with the W3C RDF validation
service to see if it conforms to the RDF standard. This step involves some
user intervention. It would result in an overall improvement in user expe-
rience if this process is automated. However, this feature is not attempted
at the moment since the W3C RDF validation service does not offer a stan-
dalone API access to their service, leaving only the option of having manual
checks.

The EDXL-OWL system is designed, and developed as a proof-of-concept.
An exhaustive testing, and verification of all combinations, and possibilities
arising from 16 different message types in EDXL-RM is not attempted due
to the lack of time. It is, however, tested with a sample RequestResource
message, presented in Appendix A.2, which yielded positive results (see
Appendix C.1 and C.2). Similar tests with a ResponseToRequestResource
message also resulted in positive outcome.

As explained previously, the EDXL-OWL system is developed as a proof-
of-concept application to test if semantic formats can be used for communi-
cation based on EDXL standards. The system consists of a console applica-
tion that converts a single XML file to RDF. If there are several input files,
this process has to be repeated several times. This makes it a suitable tool
to transform legacy EDXL-RM messages to semantic formats.

The EDXL-OWL system is not yet ready to be used in real-time events.
Real-world emergencies often results in tens, or even hundreds of emergency
messages per minute. Therefore, it is important to modify the system to
ensure that it can scale when input files become larger than average size, and
the frequency of arrival of input files changes rapidly. These issues can be
addressed by introducing concurrent processing of messages in the system,
and by performing load, and stress tests on the system to understand its
limits, and taking steps to improve it.

8.3 Future work

The previous section mentions some of the limitations of the EDXL-OWL
system. Naturally, overcoming these limitations should be the first step in
the new direction that a continued research in this field could take.

The hard-coded portions of the logic in the refactor poses a potential
problem. This is due to the fact this logic is written keeping the output
from the current reengineer in mind. If reengineer stage is to be changed for
some reason, it would also require modifications to this logic, which is a time
consuming endeavour. A possible solution is to implement the refactoring
component through inference rules such as the ones in Stanbol rules/refactor
component. This is much more desirable since the cost of changing the rules
is much lower than rebuilding an application once it is deployed.
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The motivation for selecting an EDXL-OWL based system over EDXL
is explained through the use cases in Chapter 6. At the moment these use
cases are not explored further due to scarcity of time. It would add further
value if some of these use cases are realised in a working prototype, instead of
only a theoretical study as in the present case. Working examples of these
use cases would definitely help to increase confidence in the EDXL-OWL
system.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

Exchange of critical information among emergency responders remains one
of the most important aspects of disaster management. The EDXL family of
standards are designed to carry out this task with efficiency, and have been
put to good use in the past decade. This thesis examined the feasibility of
enhancing the EDXL-RM standard by bringing Semantic Web technologies
to it. A two-pronged approach was chosen to achieve this goal:

1. Transform XML based EDXL-RM messages to RDF, and then modify
the RDF graph to match an ontology representation of the EDXL-RM
standard.

2. Evaluation of potential benefits arising from an EDXL-OWL based
system through use cases.

The main motivation for the thesis is to investigate if an XML-based
EDXL format can be converted to Semantic Web formats, and study the
benefits that comes out of a semantic-enabled emergency messaging stan-
dard. Let us consider how the completed study answers the research ques-
tions listed in Section 1.4.

The results obtained from the study of output from the EDXL-OWL sys-
tem in Chapter 7 provides conclusive evidence that it is possible to transform
an EDXL-RM message to Semantic Web formats. Once in semantic format,
the EDXL-OWL based system can offer additional services such as open
data access through SPARQL endpoints, decision support systems through
ontology reasoners and so on (see Chapter 6), which were previously not
possible with the original XML-based standard. Thus we can conclude that
Semantic Web technologies can indeed augment EDXL to enable new ser-
vices that are beyond its current capabilities

The study of existing systems available for XML to RDF transformation,
and RDF alignment with an ontology (see Chapter 4) revealed the current
limitations of these systems. The limitations indicated that they fall short
in enabling XML to semantic formats conversion. However, it was possible
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to fashion a new tool (see Chapter 5) using existing technologies such as
the Jena framework for Java, which overcame the limitations of the existing
tools. From this work we learn that while current tools may not suffice to
perform the necessary conversion, current languages, and ontology devel-
opment frameworks such as Jena is more than capable in developing such
systems.

Another important research question is to determine if the EDXL to
OWL transformation is lossless. Studies indicated that use of some reengi-
neering tools such as OwlMap resulted in loss of data (see Section 5.2 and
8.1). It is, however, entirely possible to circumvent such problems by em-
ploying tools that are more reliable, as in the case of the EDXL-OWL system
that was developed. Another important factor in having a lossless conver-
sion is to ensure that a valid mapping scheme exist for each of the original
XML element in the ontology model. Thus we can say that a lossless trans-
formation is indeed possible, but it largely depends on the way the system
is built

The conversion enabled by the EDXL-OWL system is not fully free from
limitations. The reengineering component provides an RDF graph repre-
sentation of the input XML. This step is carried out by the first part of the
converter, and it works well with the input data. The second part of the
converter, which is the refactoring component, makes use of programming
logic that is closely tied to the output from the reengineering component,
and the EDXL-RM ontology model. The logic is implemented using regular
expressions, and hard-coded Java code, which makes it difficult to incorpo-
rate future changes in the EDXL-RM ontology, or changes in the reengineer
output. A more permanent solution is to replace the refactoring compo-
nent with a rule-based refactor, such as the Apache Stanbol Rules/Refactor
component, once it becomes more stable.

The use cases in Chapter 6 explain scenarios where a Semantic Web
enabled EDXL-RM standard is more useful than one based on XML stan-
dards. The additional benefits serve as another motivation for a Semantic
Web enabled EDXL mesaging standard.

In conclusion, introducing Semantic Web technologies to XML-based
EDXL emergency standards does help to bring additional features to it.
This approach is also well within the reach of existing technology.
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Appendix A

EDXL message samples

A.1 EDXL-DE message with CAP payload

1 <EDXLDistribution xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:DE:1.0">

2 <distributionID>ieam_e3_2</distributionID>

3 <senderID>XML2005</senderID>

4 <dateTimeSent>2005-11-15T16:53:00-05:00</dateTimeSent>

5 <distributionStatus>Exercise</distributionStatus>

6 <distributionType>Update</distributionType>

7 <keyword>

8 <valueListUrn>http://www.niem.gov/EventTypeList</valueListUrn>

9 <value>Explosion</value>

10 </keyword>

11 <targetArea>

12 <polygon>33.4745,-112.1174 33.4745,-112.0238 33.4238,

13 -112.0238 33.4238,-112.1174 33.4745,- 15

14 112.1174 </polygon>

15 </targetArea>

16 <contentObject>

17 <contentDescription>CAP message from DOT advising best alternate Routes

18 </contentDescription>

19 <xmlContent>

20 <embeddedXMLContent>

21 <alert xmlns = "urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:cap:1.1">

22 <identifier>Vendor generated</identifier>

23 <sender>AZ DOT</sender>

24 <sent>2005-11-15T16:58:00-05:00</sent>

25 <status>Exercise</status>

26 <msgType>Update</msgType>

27 <scope>Public</scope>

28 <info>
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29 <category>Transport</category>

30 <event>Traffic Routes</event>

31 <urgency>Immediate</urgency>

32 <severity>Moderate</severity>

33 <certainty>Likely</certainty>

34 <description>Traffic adjustments ensure clear routes to St. Josephs Hospital

35 and Phoenix Childrens Hospital on Thomas Rd. </description>

36 <area>

37 <areaDesc>Best Routes</areaDesc>

38 <polygon>38.91655012246089,-77.02016267943407 38.91655012246089,-

39 77.0117098391165 38.907662564641285,-77.0117098391165 38.907662564641285,

40 -77.02016267943407 38.91655012246089,-77.02016267943407 </polygon>

41 </area>

42 </info>

43 </alert>

44 </embeddedXMLContent>

45 </xmlContent>

46 </contentObject>

47 </EDXLDistribution>
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A.2 EDXL-RM RequestResource message

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

2 <rmsg:RequestResource

3 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0"

4 xmlns:xpil="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xpil:3"

5 xmlns:xal="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xal:3"

6 xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"

7 xmlns:rmsg="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0:msg"

8 xmlns:xnl="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xnl:3">

9 <rmsg:MessageID>urn:au-qld-eoc:12332</rmsg:MessageID>

10 <rmsg:SentDateTime>2006-03-21T11:58:00+10:00</rmsg:SentDateTime>

11 <rmsg:MessageContentType>RequestResource</rmsg:MessageContentType>

12 <rmsg:OriginatingMessageID>urn:au-qld-eoc:12332

13 </rmsg:OriginatingMessageID>

14 <rmsg:IncidentInformation>

15 <rm:IncidentDescription>Cyclone Larry</rm:IncidentDescription>

16 </rmsg:IncidentInformation>

17 <rmsg:ContactInformation>

18 <rm:ContactRole>Sender</rm:ContactRole>

19 <rm:AdditionalContactInformation>

20 <xpil:PartyName>

21 <xnl:PersonName>

22 <xnl:NameElement xnl:ElementType="FirstName">Alex

23 </xnl:NameElement>

24 <xnl:NameElement xnl:ElementType="LastName">Jones

25 </xnl:NameElement>

26 </xnl:PersonName>

27 <xnl:OrganisationName>

28 <xnl:NameElement>Dept of Emergency Services</xnl:NameElement>

29 </xnl:OrganisationName>

30 </xpil:PartyName>

31 <xpil:ContactNumbers>

32 <xpil:ContactNumber>

33 <xpil:ContactNumberElement

34 xpil:Type="CountryCode">61</xpil:ContactNumberElement>

35 <xpil:ContactNumberElement xpil:Type="AreaCode">7

36 </xpil:ContactNumberElement>

37 <xpil:ContactNumberElement xpil:Type="LocalNumber">

38 3000

39 1234

40 </xpil:ContactNumberElement>

41 <xpil:CommunicationMediaType>Telephone

42 </xpil:CommunicationMediaType>

43 <xpil:ContactHours>9:00AM - 5:00PM</xpil:ContactHours>
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44 </xpil:ContactNumber>

45 </xpil:ContactNumbers>

46 <xpil:ElectronicAddressIdentifiers>

47 <xpil:ElectronicAddressIdentifier>alexj@emergencyservices.gov.au

48 </xpil:ElectronicAddressIdentifier>

49 </xpil:ElectronicAddressIdentifiers>

50 </rm:AdditionalContactInformation>

51 </rmsg:ContactInformation>

52 <rmsg:ResourceInformation>

53 <rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>001</rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>

54 <rmsg:Resource>

55 <rmsg:TypeStructure>

56 <rm:ValueListURN>urn:x-hazard:vocab:resourceTypes

57 </rm:ValueListURN>

58 <rm:Value>Small Animal Sheltering Team</rm:Value>

59 </rmsg:TypeStructure>

60 <rmsg:Description>

61 5-person response team to advise and support local efforts

62 to set up a small animal shelter </rmsg:Description>

63 <rmsg:SpecialRequirements>A qualified veterinary surgeon

64 </rmsg:SpecialRequirements>

65 </rmsg:Resource>

66 <rmsg:AssignmentInformation>

67 <rmsg:Quantity>

68 <rm:MeasuredQuantity>

69 <rm:Amount>1</rm:Amount>

70 </rm:MeasuredQuantity>

71 </rmsg:Quantity>

72 </rmsg:AssignmentInformation>

73 <rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

74 <rmsg:ScheduleType>RequestedArrival</rmsg:ScheduleType>

75 <rmsg:DateTime>2006-03-24T09:00:00+10:00</rmsg:DateTime>

76 <rmsg:Location>

77 <rm:LocationDescription>Innisfail Animal Refuge

78 </rm:LocationDescription>

79 <rm:Address>

80 <xal:Country>

81 <xal:NameElement>Australia</xal:NameElement>

82 </xal:Country>

83 <xal:AdministrativeArea>

84 <xal:NameElement>QLD</xal:NameElement>

85 </xal:AdministrativeArea>

86 <xal:Locality>

87 <xal:NameElement>Innisfail</xal:NameElement>

88 </xal:Locality>
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89 <xal:Thoroughfare>

90 <xal:NameElement>Downing St, 27</xal:NameElement>

91 </xal:Thoroughfare>

92 <xal:PostCode>

93 <xal:Identifier>4860</xal:Identifier>

94 </xal:PostCode>

95 </rm:Address>

96 </rmsg:Location>

97 </rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

98 <rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

99 <rmsg:ScheduleType>EstimatedReturnDeparture</rmsg:ScheduleType>

100 <rmsg:DateTime>2006-03-30T17:00:00+10:00</rmsg:DateTime>

101 </rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

102 </rmsg:ResourceInformation>

103 <rmsg:ResourceInformation>

104 <rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>002</rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>

105 <rmsg:Resource>

106 <rmsg:TypeStructure>

107 <rm:ValueListURN>urn:x-hazard:vocab:resourceTypes

108 </rm:ValueListURN>

109 <rm:Value>Patrol and Surveillance Helicopters</rm:Value>

110 </rmsg:TypeStructure>

111 </rmsg:Resource>

112 <rmsg:AssignmentInformation>

113 <rmsg:Quantity>

114 <rm:MeasuredQuantity>

115 <rm:Amount>3</rm:Amount>

116 </rm:MeasuredQuantity>

117 </rmsg:Quantity>

118 <rmsg:AnticipatedFunction>

119 Aerial surveillance to determine extent of

120 flooding

121 </rmsg:AnticipatedFunction>

122 </rmsg:AssignmentInformation>

123 <rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

124 <rmsg:ScheduleType>RequestedArrival</rmsg:ScheduleType>

125 <rmsg:DateTime>2006-03-22T09:00:00+10:00</rmsg:DateTime>

126 <rmsg:Location>

127 <rm:LocationDescription>Innisfail airport

128 </rm:LocationDescription>

129 </rmsg:Location>

130 </rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

131 </rmsg:ResourceInformation>

132 <rmsg:ResourceInformation>

133 <rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>003</rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>
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134 <rmsg:Resource>

135 <rmsg:TypeStructure>

136 <rm:ValueListURN>urn:x-hazard:vocab:resourceTypes</rm:ValueListURN>

137 <rm:Value>Electrical Power Restoration Team</rm:Value>

138 </rmsg:TypeStructure>

139 </rmsg:Resource>

140 <rmsg:AssignmentInformation>

141 <rmsg:Quantity>

142 <rm:MeasuredQuantity>

143 <rm:Amount>2</rm:Amount>

144 </rm:MeasuredQuantity>

145 </rmsg:Quantity>

146 <rmsg:AnticipatedFunction>

147 Restore power to critical infrastructure in and around the

148 Innisfail area

149 </rmsg:AnticipatedFunction>

150 </rmsg:AssignmentInformation>

151 <rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

152 <rmsg:ScheduleType>RequestedArrival</rmsg:ScheduleType>

153 <rmsg:DateTime>2006-03-22T08:00:00+10:00</rmsg:DateTime>

154 <rmsg:Location>

155 <rm:TargetArea>

156 <gml:Point>

157 <gml:pos> 146.03 -17.53 </gml:pos>

158 </gml:Point>

159 </rm:TargetArea>

160 </rmsg:Location>

161 </rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

162 </rmsg:ResourceInformation>

163 </rmsg:RequestResource>
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Appendix B

Expected results

1 <?xml version="1.0"?>

2

3

4 <!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [

5 <!ENTITY foaf "http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/" >

6 <!ENTITY owl "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" >

7 <!ENTITY xsd "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" >

8 <!ENTITY rdfs "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" >

9 <!ENTITY wgs84_pos "http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#" >

10 <!ENTITY rdf "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" >

11 <!ENTITY edxl "http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/ontology/edxl.owl#" >

12 ]>

13

14

15 <rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

16 untitled-ontology-68#"

17 xml:base="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

18 untitled-ontology-68"

19 xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"

20 xmlns:wgs84_pos="http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#"

21 xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/"

22 xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"

23 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"

24 xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

25 xmlns:edxl="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/ontology/edxl.owl#">

26 <owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

27 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68">

28 <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

29 ontology/edxl.owl#"/>

30 </owl:Ontology>
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31

32

33 <!--

34 /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

35 //

36 // Individuals

37 //

38 /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

39 -->

40

41

42

43

44 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

45 untitled-ontology-68#AssignmentInformation01 -->

46

47 <owl:NamedIndividual

48 rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

49 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#AssignmentInformation01">

50 <edxl:hasQuantity rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/

51 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Quantity01"/>

52 </owl:NamedIndividual>

53

54

55

56 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

57 untitled-ontology-68#AssignmentInformation02 -->

58

59 <owl:NamedIndividual

60 rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

61 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#AssignmentInformation02">

62 <edxl:hasAnticipatedFunction>Aerial surveillance to determine

63 extent of flooding</edxl:hasAnticipatedFunction>

64 <edxl:hasQuantity rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/

65 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Quantity02"/>

66 </owl:NamedIndividual>

67

68

69

70 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

71 untitled-ontology-68#AssignmentInformation03 -->

72

73 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

74 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#AssignmentInformation03">

75 <edxl:hasAnticipatedFunction>Restore power to critical
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76 infrastructure in and around the

77 Innisfail area</edxl:hasAnticipatedFunction>

78 <edxl:hasQuantity rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/

79 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Quantity03"/>

80 </owl:NamedIndividual>

81

82

83

84 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

85 untitled-ontology-68#ContactInformation01 -->

86

87 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

88 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ContactInformation01">

89 <rdf:type rdf:resource="&edxl;ContactInformation"/>

90 <edxl:hasContactRole>Sender</edxl:hasContactRole>

91 <edxl:hasParty rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/

92 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Party01"/>

93 <edxl:hasPerson rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/

94 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Person01"/>

95 </owl:NamedIndividual>

96

97

98

99 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

100 untitled-ontology-68#IncidentInformation01 -->

101

102 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

103 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#IncidentInformation01">

104 <rdf:type rdf:resource="&edxl;IncidentInformation"/>

105 <edxl:hasIncidentDescription>Cyclone Larry

106 </edxl:hasIncidentDescription>

107 </owl:NamedIndividual>

108

109

110

111 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

112 untitled-ontology-68#Location01 -->

113

114 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

115 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Location01">

116 <edxl:hasCountry rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/

117 Australia"/>

118 <edxl:hasPostCode>4860</edxl:hasPostCode>

119 <edxl:hasThoroughfare>Downing St, 27</edxl:hasThoroughfare>

120 <edxl:hasLocationDescription>Innisfail Animal Refuge
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121 </edxl:hasLocationDescription>

122 <edxl:hasAdministrativeArea>QLD</edxl:hasAdministrativeArea>

123 <edxl:hasLocality>Innisfail</edxl:hasLocality>

124 </owl:NamedIndividual>

125

126

127

128 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

129 untitled-ontology-68#Location02 -->

130

131 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

132 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Location02">

133 <edxl:hasLocationDescription>Innisfail airport

134 </edxl:hasLocationDescription>

135 </owl:NamedIndividual>

136

137

138

139 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

140 untitled-ontology-68#Location03 -->

141

142 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

143 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Location03">

144 <edxl:hasPoint rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/

145 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Point01"/>

146 </owl:NamedIndividual>

147

148

149 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

150 untitled-ontology-68#Party01 -->

151

152 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

153 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Party01">

154 <rdf:type rdf:resource="&edxl;Party"/>

155 <edxl:hasLocalNumber>3000

156 1234</edxl:hasLocalNumber>

157 <edxl:hasElectronicAddressIdentifier>

158 alexj@emergencyservices.gov.au

159 </edxl:hasElectronicAddressIdentifier>

160 <edxl:hasContactHours>9:00AM - 5:00PM</edxl:hasContactHours>

161 <edxl:hasAreaCode>7</edxl:hasAreaCode>

162 <edxl:hasCommunicationMediaType>Telephone

163 </edxl:hasCommunicationMediaType>

164 <edxl:hasCountryCode>61</edxl:hasCountryCode>

165 <foaf:name>Dept of Emergency Services</foaf:name>
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166 </owl:NamedIndividual>

167

168

169

170 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

171 untitled-ontology-68#Person01 -->

172

173 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

174 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Person01">

175 <rdf:type rdf:resource="&foaf;Person"/>

176 <foaf:firstName>Alex</foaf:firstName>

177 <foaf:lastName>Jones</foaf:lastName>

178 </owl:NamedIndividual>

179

180

181

182 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

183 untitled-ontology-68#Point01 -->

184

185 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

186 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Point01">

187 <wgs84_pos:lat_long>146.03 -17.53</wgs84_pos:lat_long>

188 </owl:NamedIndividual>

189

190

191

192 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

193 untitled-ontology-68#Quantity01 -->

194

195 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

196 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Quantity01">

197 <edxl:hasQuantityType>MeasuredQuantity</edxl:hasQuantityType>

198 <edxl:hasAmount>1</edxl:hasAmount>

199 </owl:NamedIndividual>

200

201

202

203 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

204 untitled-ontology-68#Quantity02 -->

205

206 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

207 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Quantity02">

208 <edxl:hasQuantityType>MeasuredQuantity</edxl:hasQuantityType>

209 <edxl:hasAmount>3</edxl:hasAmount>

210 </owl:NamedIndividual>
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211

212

213

214 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

215 untitled-ontology-68#Quantity03 -->

216

217 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

218 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Quantity03">

219 <edxl:hasQuantityType>MeasuredQuantity

220 </edxl:hasQuantityType>

221 <edxl:hasAmount>2</edxl:hasAmount>

222 </owl:NamedIndividual>

223

224

225

226 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

227 untitled-ontology-68#RequestResource01 -->

228

229 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

230 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#RequestResource01">

231 <rdf:type rdf:resource="&edxl;RequestResource"/>

232 <edxl:hasSentDateTime rdf:datatype="&xsd;dateTimeStamp">

233 2006-03-21T11:58:00+10:00</edxl:hasSentDateTime>

234 <edxl:hasMessageID>urn:au-qld-eoc:12332</edxl:hasMessageID>

235 <edxl:hasOriginatingMessageID>urn:au-qld-eoc:12332

236 </edxl:hasOriginatingMessageID>

237 <edxl:hasContactInformation

238 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

239 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ContactInformation01"/>

240 <edxl:hasIncidentInformation

241 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

242 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#IncidentInformation01"/>

243 <edxl:hasResourceInformation

244 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

245 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ResourceInformation01"/>

246 <edxl:hasResourceInformation

247 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

248 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ResourceInformation02"/>

249 <edxl:hasResourceInformation

250 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

251 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ResourceInformation03"/>

252 </owl:NamedIndividual>

253

254

255
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256 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

257 untitled-ontology-68#Resource01 -->

258

259 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

260 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Resource01">

261 <edxl:hasSpecialRequirement>A qualified veterinary surgeon

262 </edxl:hasSpecialRequirement>

263 <edxl:hasResourceType>Small Animal Sheltering Team

264 </edxl:hasResourceType>

265 <edxl:hasDescription>5-person response team to advise and

266 support local efforts to set up a small animal shelter

267 </edxl:hasDescription>

268 </owl:NamedIndividual>

269

270

271

272 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

273 untitled-ontology-68#Resource02 -->

274

275 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

276 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Resource02">

277 <edxl:hasResourceType>Patrol and Surveillance Helicopters

278 </edxl:hasResourceType>

279 </owl:NamedIndividual>

280

281

282

283 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

284 untitled-ontology-68#Resource03 -->

285

286 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

287 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Resource03">

288 <edxl:hasResourceType>Electrical Power Restoration Team

289 </edxl:hasResourceType>

290 </owl:NamedIndividual>

291

292

293

294 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

295 untitled-ontology-68#ResourceInformation01 -->

296

297 <owl:NamedIndividual

298 rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

299 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ResourceInformation01">

300 <rdf:type rdf:resource="&edxl;ResourceInformation"/>
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301 <edxl:hasResourceInfoElementID>001

302 </edxl:hasResourceInfoElementID>

303 <edxl:hasAssignmentInformation

304 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

305 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#AssignmentInformation01"/>

306 <edxl:hasResource

307 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

308 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Resource01"/>

309 <edxl:hasScheduleInformation

310 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

311 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ScheduleInformation01"/>

312 <edxl:hasScheduleInformation

313 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

314 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ScheduleInformation02"/>

315 </owl:NamedIndividual>

316

317

318

319 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

320 untitled-ontology-68#ResourceInformation02 -->

321

322 <owl:NamedIndividual

323 rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

324 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ResourceInformation02">

325 <rdf:type rdf:resource="&edxl;ResourceInformation"/>

326 <edxl:hasResourceInfoElementID>002

327 </edxl:hasResourceInfoElementID>

328 <edxl:hasAssignmentInformation

329 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

330 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#AssignmentInformation02"/>

331 <edxl:hasResource

332 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

333 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Resource02"/>

334 <edxl:hasScheduleInformation

335 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

336 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ScheduleInformation03"/>

337 </owl:NamedIndividual>

338

339

340

341 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

342 untitled-ontology-68#ResourceInformation03 -->

343

344 <owl:NamedIndividual

345 rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/
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346 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ResourceInformation03">

347 <rdf:type rdf:resource="&edxl;ResourceInformation"/>

348 <edxl:hasResourceInfoElementID>003</edxl:hasResourceInfoElementID>

349 <edxl:hasAssignmentInformation

350 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

351 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#AssignmentInformation03"/>

352 <edxl:hasResource

353 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

354 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Resource03"/>

355 <edxl:hasScheduleInformation

356 rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

357 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ScheduleInformation04"/>

358 </owl:NamedIndividual>

359

360

361

362 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

363 untitled-ontology-68#ScheduleInformation01 -->

364

365 <owl:NamedIndividual

366 rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies

367 /2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ScheduleInformation01">

368 <edxl:hasDateTime rdf:datatype="&xsd;dateTime">

369 2006-03-24T09:00:00+10:00</edxl:hasDateTime>

370 <edxl:hasScheduleType>RequestedArrival</edxl:hasScheduleType>

371 <edxl:hasLocation rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/

372 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Location01"/>

373 </owl:NamedIndividual>

374

375

376

377 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

378 untitled-ontology-68#ScheduleInformation02 -->

379

380 <owl:NamedIndividual

381 rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

382 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ScheduleInformation02">

383 <edxl:hasDateTime rdf:datatype="&xsd;dateTime">

384 2006-03-30T17:00:00+10:00</edxl:hasDateTime>

385 <edxl:hasScheduleType>EstimatedReturnDeparture

386 </edxl:hasScheduleType>

387 </owl:NamedIndividual>

388

389

390
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391 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

392 untitled-ontology-68#ScheduleInformation03 -->

393

394 <owl:NamedIndividual

395 rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/

396 2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#ScheduleInformation03">

397 <edxl:hasDateTime rdf:datatype="&xsd;dateTime">

398 2006-03-22T09:00:00+10:00</edxl:hasDateTime>

399 <edxl:hasScheduleType>RequestedArrival

400 </edxl:hasScheduleType>

401 <edxl:hasLocation rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/

402 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Location02"/>

403 </owl:NamedIndividual>

404

405

406

407 <!-- http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2013/8/

408 untitled-ontology-68#ScheduleInformation04 -->

409

410 <owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.semanticweb.org/

411 ontologies/2013/8/

412 untitled-ontology-68#ScheduleInformation04">

413 <edxl:hasDateTime rdf:datatype="&xsd;dateTime">

414 2006-03-22T08:00:00+10:00</edxl:hasDateTime>

415 <edxl:hasScheduleType>RequestedArrival</edxl:hasScheduleType>

416 <edxl:hasLocation rdf:resource="http://www.semanticweb.org/

417 ontologies/2013/8/untitled-ontology-68#Location03"/>

418 </owl:NamedIndividual>

419 </rdf:RDF>

420

421

422

423 <!-- Generated by the OWL API (version 3.4.2)

424 http://owlapi.sourceforge.net -->
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Appendix C

Output from the
EDXL-OWL system

C.1 RDF graph output from the Reengineer

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><rdf:RDF

2 xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">

3 <rdf:Description xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/TR/2008/REC-xml-20081126#"

4 rdf:about="">

5 <rmsg:RequestResource

6 xmlns:rmsg="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0:msg#">

7 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource">

8 <rmsg:MessageID>

9 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/rmsg:MessageID">

10 <rdf:value>urn:au-qld-eoc:12332</rdf:value>

11 </rdf:Description>

12 </rmsg:MessageID>

13 <rmsg:SentDateTime>

14 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

15 rmsg:SentDateTime_2">

16 <rdf:value>2006-03-21T11:58:00+10:00</rdf:value>

17 </rdf:Description>

18 </rmsg:SentDateTime>

19 <rmsg:MessageContentType>

20 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

21 rmsg:MessageContentType_3">

22 <rdf:value>RequestResource</rdf:value>

23 </rdf:Description>

24 </rmsg:MessageContentType>

25 <rmsg:OriginatingMessageID>
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26 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

27 rmsg:OriginatingMessageID_4">

28 <rdf:value>urn:au-qld-eoc:12332</rdf:value>

29 </rdf:Description>

30 </rmsg:OriginatingMessageID>

31 <rmsg:IncidentInformation>

32 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

33 rmsg:IncidentInformation_5">

34 <rm:IncidentDescription

35 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

36 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

37 rmsg:IncidentInformation_5/rm:IncidentDescription">

38 <rdf:value>Cyclone Larry</rdf:value>

39 </rdf:Description>

40 </rm:IncidentDescription>

41 </rdf:Description>

42 </rmsg:IncidentInformation>

43 <rmsg:ContactInformation>

44 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

45 rmsg:ContactInformation_6">

46 <rm:ContactRole

47 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

48 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

49 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:ContactRole">

50 <rdf:value>Sender</rdf:value>

51 </rdf:Description>

52 </rm:ContactRole>

53 <rm:AdditionalContactInformation

54 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

55 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

56 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2">

57 <xpil:PartyName xmlns:xpil="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xpil:3#">

58 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

59 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

60 xpil:PartyName">

61 <xnl:PersonName xmlns:xnl="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xnl:3#">

62 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

63 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

64 xpil:PartyName/xnl:PersonName">

65 <xnl:NameElement>

66 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

67 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

68 xpil:PartyName/xnl:PersonName/xnl:NameElement">

69 <xnl:ElementType>FirstName</xnl:ElementType>

70 <rdf:value>Alex</rdf:value>
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71 </rdf:Description>

72 </xnl:NameElement>

73 <xnl:NameElement>

74 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

75 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

76 xpil:PartyName/xnl:PersonName/xnl:NameElement_2">

77 <xnl:ElementType>LastName</xnl:ElementType>

78 <rdf:value>Jones</rdf:value>

79 </rdf:Description>

80 </xnl:NameElement>

81 </rdf:Description>

82 </xnl:PersonName>

83 <xnl:OrganisationName

84 xmlns:xnl="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xnl:3#">

85 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

86 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

87 xpil:PartyName/xnl:OrganisationName_2">

88 <xnl:NameElement>

89 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

90 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

91 xpil:PartyName/xnl:OrganisationName_2/

92 xnl:NameElement">

93 <rdf:value>Dept of Emergency Services</rdf:value>

94 </rdf:Description>

95 </xnl:NameElement>

96 </rdf:Description>

97 </xnl:OrganisationName>

98 </rdf:Description>

99 </xpil:PartyName>

100 <xpil:ContactNumbers

101 xmlns:xpil="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xpil:3#">

102 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

103 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

104 xpil:ContactNumbers_2">

105 <xpil:ContactNumber>

106 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

107 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

108 xpil:ContactNumbers_2/xpil:ContactNumber">

109 <xpil:ContactNumberElement>

110 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

111 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

112 xpil:ContactNumbers_2/xpil:ContactNumber/

113 xpil:ContactNumberElement">

114 <xpil:Type>CountryCode</xpil:Type>

115 <rdf:value>61</rdf:value>
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116 </rdf:Description>

117 </xpil:ContactNumberElement>

118 <xpil:ContactNumberElement>

119 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

120 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

121 xpil:ContactNumbers_2/xpil:ContactNumber/

122 xpil:ContactNumberElement_2">

123 <xpil:Type>AreaCode</xpil:Type>

124 <rdf:value>7</rdf:value>

125 </rdf:Description>

126 </xpil:ContactNumberElement>

127 <xpil:ContactNumberElement>

128 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

129 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

130 xpil:ContactNumbers_2/xpil:ContactNumber/

131 xpil:ContactNumberElement_3">

132 <xpil:Type>LocalNumber</xpil:Type>

133 <rdf:value>

134 3000

135 1234

136 </rdf:value>

137 </rdf:Description>

138 </xpil:ContactNumberElement>

139 <xpil:CommunicationMediaType>

140 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

141 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

142 xpil:ContactNumbers_2/xpil:ContactNumber/

143 xpil:CommunicationMediaType_4">

144 <rdf:value>Telephone</rdf:value>

145 </rdf:Description>

146 </xpil:CommunicationMediaType>

147 <xpil:ContactHours>

148 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

149 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

150 xpil:ContactNumbers_2/xpil:ContactNumber/xpil:ContactHours_5">

151 <rdf:value>9:00AM - 5:00PM</rdf:value>

152 </rdf:Description>

153 </xpil:ContactHours>

154 </rdf:Description>

155 </xpil:ContactNumber>

156 </rdf:Description>

157 </xpil:ContactNumbers>

158 <xpil:ElectronicAddressIdentifiers

159 xmlns:xpil="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xpil:3#">

160 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/
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161 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

162 xpil:ElectronicAddressIdentifiers_3">

163 <xpil:ElectronicAddressIdentifier>

164 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

165 rmsg:ContactInformation_6/rm:AdditionalContactInformation_2/

166 xpil:ElectronicAddressIdentifiers_3/

167 xpil:ElectronicAddressIdentifier">

168 <rdf:value>alexj@emergencyservices.gov.au

169 </rdf:value>

170 </rdf:Description>

171 </xpil:ElectronicAddressIdentifier>

172 </rdf:Description>

173 </xpil:ElectronicAddressIdentifiers>

174 </rdf:Description>

175 </rm:AdditionalContactInformation>

176 </rdf:Description>

177 </rmsg:ContactInformation>

178 <rmsg:ResourceInformation>

179 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

180 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7">

181 <rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>

182 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

183 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID">

184 <rdf:value>001</rdf:value>

185 </rdf:Description>

186 </rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>

187 <rmsg:Resource>

188 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

189 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:Resource_2">

190 <rmsg:TypeStructure>

191 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

192 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:Resource_2/rmsg:TypeStructure">

193 <rm:ValueListURN

194 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

195 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

196 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:Resource_2/rmsg:TypeStructure/

197 rm:ValueListURN">

198 <rdf:value>urn:x-hazard:vocab:resourceTypes</rdf:value>

199 </rdf:Description>

200 </rm:ValueListURN>

201 <rm:Value xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

202 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

203 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:Resource_2/rmsg:TypeStructure/

204 rm:Value_2">

205 <rdf:value>Small Animal Sheltering Team</rdf:value>
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206 </rdf:Description>

207 </rm:Value>

208 </rdf:Description>

209 </rmsg:TypeStructure>

210 <rmsg:Description>

211 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

212 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:Resource_2/rmsg:Description_2">

213 <rdf:value>

214 5-person response team to advise and support local

215 efforts to set up a small animal shelter

216 </rdf:value>

217 </rdf:Description>

218 </rmsg:Description>

219 <rmsg:SpecialRequirements>

220 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

221 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:Resource_2/

222 rmsg:SpecialRequirements_3">

223 <rdf:value>A qualified veterinary surgeon</rdf:value>

224 </rdf:Description>

225 </rmsg:SpecialRequirements>

226 </rdf:Description>

227 </rmsg:Resource>

228 <rmsg:AssignmentInformation>

229 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

230 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3">

231 <rmsg:Quantity>

232 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

233 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3/

234 rmsg:Quantity">

235 <rm:MeasuredQuantity

236 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

237 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

238 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3/

239 rmsg:Quantity/

240 rm:MeasuredQuantity">

241 <rm:Amount>

242 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

243 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3/

244 rmsg:Quantity/

245 rm:MeasuredQuantity/rm:Amount">

246 <rdf:value>1</rdf:value>

247 </rdf:Description>

248 </rm:Amount>

249 </rdf:Description>

250 </rm:MeasuredQuantity>
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251 </rdf:Description>

252 </rmsg:Quantity>

253 </rdf:Description>

254 </rmsg:AssignmentInformation>

255 <rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

256 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

257 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4">

258 <rmsg:ScheduleType>

259 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

260 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

261 rmsg:ScheduleType">

262 <rdf:value>RequestedArrival</rdf:value>

263 </rdf:Description>

264 </rmsg:ScheduleType>

265 <rmsg:DateTime>

266 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

267 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

268 rmsg:DateTime_2">

269 <rdf:value>2006-03-24T09:00:00+10:00</rdf:value>

270 </rdf:Description>

271 </rmsg:DateTime>

272 <rmsg:Location>

273 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

274 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

275 rmsg:Location_3">

276 <rm:LocationDescription

277 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

278 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

279 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/

280 rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/rmsg:Location_3/

281 rm:LocationDescription">

282 <rdf:value>Innisfail Animal Refuge</rdf:value>

283 </rdf:Description>

284 </rm:LocationDescription>

285 <rm:Address

286 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

287 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

288 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

289 rmsg:Location_3/rm:Address_2">

290 <xal:Country xmlns:xal="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xal:3#">

291 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

292 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

293 rmsg:Location_3/rm:Address_2/xal:Country">

294 <xal:NameElement>

295 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/
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296 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

297 rmsg:Location_3/rm:Address_2/xal:Country/xal:NameElement">

298 <rdf:value>Australia</rdf:value>

299 </rdf:Description>

300 </xal:NameElement>

301 </rdf:Description>

302 </xal:Country>

303 <xal:AdministrativeArea

304 xmlns:xal="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xal:3#">

305 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

306 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

307 rmsg:Location_3/rm:Address_2/xal:AdministrativeArea_2">

308 <xal:NameElement>

309 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

310 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

311 rmsg:Location_3/rm:Address_2/xal:AdministrativeArea_2/

312 xal:NameElement">

313 <rdf:value>QLD</rdf:value>

314 </rdf:Description>

315 </xal:NameElement>

316 </rdf:Description>

317 </xal:AdministrativeArea>

318 <xal:Locality xmlns:xal="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xal:3#">

319 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

320 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

321 rmsg:Location_3/rm:Address_2/xal:Locality_3">

322 <xal:NameElement>

323 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

324 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

325 rmsg:Location_3/rm:Address_2/xal:Locality_3/

326 xal:NameElement">

327 <rdf:value>Innisfail</rdf:value>

328 </rdf:Description>

329 </xal:NameElement>

330 </rdf:Description>

331 </xal:Locality>

332 <xal:Thoroughfare xmlns:xal="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xal:3#">

333 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

334 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

335 rmsg:Location_3/rm:Address_2/xal:Thoroughfare_4">

336 <xal:NameElement>

337 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

338 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

339 rmsg:Location_3/rm:Address_2/xal:Thoroughfare_4/xal:NameElement">

340 <rdf:value>Downing St, 27</rdf:value>
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341 </rdf:Description>

342 </xal:NameElement>

343 </rdf:Description>

344 </xal:Thoroughfare>

345 <xal:PostCode xmlns:xal="urn:oasis:names:tc:ciq:xal:3#">

346 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

347 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

348 rmsg:Location_3/rm:Address_2/xal:PostCode_5">

349 <xal:Identifier>

350 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

351 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

352 rmsg:Location_3/rm:Address_2/xal:PostCode_5/

353 xal:Identifier">

354 <rdf:value>4860</rdf:value>

355 </rdf:Description>

356 </xal:Identifier>

357 </rdf:Description>

358 </xal:PostCode>

359 </rdf:Description>

360 </rm:Address>

361 </rdf:Description>

362 </rmsg:Location>

363 </rdf:Description>

364 </rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

365 <rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

366 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

367 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_5">

368 <rmsg:ScheduleType>

369 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

370 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_5/

371 rmsg:ScheduleType">

372 <rdf:value>EstimatedReturnDeparture</rdf:value>

373 </rdf:Description>

374 </rmsg:ScheduleType>

375 <rmsg:DateTime>

376 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

377 rmsg:ResourceInformation_7/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_5/

378 rmsg:DateTime_2">

379 <rdf:value>2006-03-30T17:00:00+10:00</rdf:value>

380 </rdf:Description>

381 </rmsg:DateTime>

382 </rdf:Description>

383 </rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

384 </rdf:Description>

385 </rmsg:ResourceInformation>
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386 <rmsg:ResourceInformation>

387 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

388 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8">

389 <rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>

390 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

391 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID">

392 <rdf:value>002</rdf:value>

393 </rdf:Description>

394 </rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>

395 <rmsg:Resource>

396 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

397 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:Resource_2">

398 <rmsg:TypeStructure>

399 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

400 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:Resource_2/rmsg:TypeStructure">

401 <rm:ValueListURN

402 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

403 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

404 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:Resource_2/rmsg:TypeStructure/

405 rm:ValueListURN">

406 <rdf:value>urn:x-hazard:vocab:resourceTypes</rdf:value>

407 </rdf:Description>

408 </rm:ValueListURN>

409 <rm:Value xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

410 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

411 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:Resource_2/rmsg:TypeStructure/

412 rm:Value_2">

413 <rdf:value>Patrol and Surveillance Helicopters</rdf:value>

414 </rdf:Description>

415 </rm:Value>

416 </rdf:Description>

417 </rmsg:TypeStructure>

418 </rdf:Description>

419 </rmsg:Resource>

420 <rmsg:AssignmentInformation>

421 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

422 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3">

423 <rmsg:Quantity>

424 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

425 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3/

426 rmsg:Quantity">

427 <rm:MeasuredQuantity

428 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

429 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

430 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3/
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431 rmsg:Quantity/rm:MeasuredQuantity">

432 <rm:Amount>

433 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

434 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3/

435 rmsg:Quantity/rm:MeasuredQuantity/rm:Amount">

436 <rdf:value>3</rdf:value>

437 </rdf:Description>

438 </rm:Amount>

439 </rdf:Description>

440 </rm:MeasuredQuantity>

441 </rdf:Description>

442 </rmsg:Quantity>

443 <rmsg:AnticipatedFunction>

444 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

445 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3/

446 rmsg:AnticipatedFunction_2">

447 <rdf:value>

448 Aerial surveillance to determine extent of

449 flooding

450 </rdf:value>

451 </rdf:Description>

452 </rmsg:AnticipatedFunction>

453 </rdf:Description>

454 </rmsg:AssignmentInformation>

455 <rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

456 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

457 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4">

458 <rmsg:ScheduleType>

459 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

460 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

461 rmsg:ScheduleType">

462 <rdf:value>RequestedArrival</rdf:value>

463 </rdf:Description>

464 </rmsg:ScheduleType>

465 <rmsg:DateTime>

466 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

467 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

468 rmsg:DateTime_2">

469 <rdf:value>2006-03-22T09:00:00+10:00</rdf:value>

470 </rdf:Description>

471 </rmsg:DateTime>

472 <rmsg:Location>

473 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

474 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

475 rmsg:Location_3">
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476 <rm:LocationDescription

477 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

478 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

479 rmsg:ResourceInformation_8/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

480 rmsg:Location_3/

481 rm:LocationDescription">

482 <rdf:value>Innisfail airport</rdf:value>

483 </rdf:Description>

484 </rm:LocationDescription>

485 </rdf:Description>

486 </rmsg:Location>

487 </rdf:Description>

488 </rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

489 </rdf:Description>

490 </rmsg:ResourceInformation>

491 <rmsg:ResourceInformation>

492 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

493 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9">

494 <rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>

495 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

496 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID">

497 <rdf:value>003</rdf:value>

498 </rdf:Description>

499 </rmsg:ResourceInfoElementID>

500 <rmsg:Resource>

501 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

502 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:Resource_2">

503 <rmsg:TypeStructure>

504 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

505 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:Resource_2/rmsg:TypeStructure">

506 <rm:ValueListURN

507 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

508 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

509 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:Resource_2/

510 rmsg:TypeStructure/rm:ValueListURN">

511 <rdf:value>urn:x-hazard:vocab:resourceTypes</rdf:value>

512 </rdf:Description>

513 </rm:ValueListURN>

514 <rm:Value xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

515 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

516 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:Resource_2/rmsg:TypeStructure/

517 rm:Value_2">

518 <rdf:value>Electrical Power Restoration Team</rdf:value>

519 </rdf:Description>

520 </rm:Value>
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521 </rdf:Description>

522 </rmsg:TypeStructure>

523 </rdf:Description>

524 </rmsg:Resource>

525 <rmsg:AssignmentInformation>

526 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

527 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3">

528 <rmsg:Quantity>

529 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

530 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3/

531 rmsg:Quantity">

532 <rm:MeasuredQuantity

533 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

534 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

535 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3/

536 rmsg:Quantity/rm:MeasuredQuantity">

537 <rm:Amount>

538 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

539 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3/

540 rmsg:Quantity/rm:MeasuredQuantity/rm:Amount">

541 <rdf:value>2</rdf:value>

542 </rdf:Description>

543 </rm:Amount>

544 </rdf:Description>

545 </rm:MeasuredQuantity>

546 </rdf:Description>

547 </rmsg:Quantity>

548 <rmsg:AnticipatedFunction>

549 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

550 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:AssignmentInformation_3/

551 rmsg:AnticipatedFunction_2">

552 <rdf:value>

553 Restore power to critical infrastructure in and

554 around the Innisfail area

555 </rdf:value>

556 </rdf:Description>

557 </rmsg:AnticipatedFunction>

558 </rdf:Description>

559 </rmsg:AssignmentInformation>

560 <rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

561 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

562 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4">

563 <rmsg:ScheduleType>

564 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

565 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/
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566 rmsg:ScheduleType">

567 <rdf:value>RequestedArrival</rdf:value>

568 </rdf:Description>

569 </rmsg:ScheduleType>

570 <rmsg:DateTime>

571 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

572 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

573 rmsg:DateTime_2">

574 <rdf:value>2006-03-22T08:00:00+10:00</rdf:value>

575 </rdf:Description>

576 </rmsg:DateTime>

577 <rmsg:Location>

578 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

579 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

580 rmsg:Location_3">

581 <rm:TargetArea

582 xmlns:rm="urn:oasis:names:tc:emergency:EDXL:RM:1.0#">

583 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

584 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

585 rmsg:Location_3/rm:TargetArea">

586 <gml:Point xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml#">

587 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

588 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

589 rmsg:Location_3/rm:TargetArea/gml:Point">

590 <gml:pos>

591 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#rmsg:RequestResource/

592 rmsg:ResourceInformation_9/rmsg:ScheduleInformation_4/

593 rmsg:Location_3/rm:TargetArea/gml:Point/gml:pos">

594 <rdf:value> 146.03 -17.53 </rdf:value>

595 </rdf:Description>

596 </gml:pos>

597 </rdf:Description>

598 </gml:Point>

599 </rdf:Description>

600 </rm:TargetArea>

601 </rdf:Description>

602 </rmsg:Location>

603 </rdf:Description>

604 </rmsg:ScheduleInformation>

605 </rdf:Description>

606 </rmsg:ResourceInformation>

607 </rdf:Description>

608 </rmsg:RequestResource>

609 </rdf:Description>

610 </rdf:RDF>
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C.2 RDF graph output from the Refactor

1 <rdf:RDF

2 xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"

3 xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/"

4 xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"

5 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"

6 xmlns:edxl="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/ontology/edxl.owl#"

7 xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"

8 xmlns:sample="http://www.example.org#"

9 xmlns:wgs84_pos="http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#" >

10 <rdf:Description

11 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

12 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3">

13 <edxl:hasQuantity

14 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

15 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3/

16 rmsg-Quantity"/>

17 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

18 ontology/edxl.owl#AssignmentInformation"/>

19 </rdf:Description>

20 <rdf:Description

21 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

22 rmsg-IncidentInformation_5">

23 <edxl:hasIncidentDescription>Cyclone Larry

24 </edxl:hasIncidentDescription>

25 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

26 ontology/edxl.owl#IncidentInformation"/>

27 </rdf:Description>

28 <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.example.org#

29 rmsg-RequestResource/rmsg-ResourceInformation_9/

30 rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4">

31 <edxl:hasDateTime

32 rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">

33 2006-03-22T08:00:00+10:00</edxl:hasDateTime>

34 <edxl:hasScheduleType>RequestedArrival</edxl:hasScheduleType>

35 <edxl:hasLocation

36 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

37 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4/

38 rmsg-Location"/>

39 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

40 ontology/edxl.owl#ScheduleInformation"/>

41 </rdf:Description>

42 <rdf:Description

43 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/
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44 rmsg-ContactInformation_6/xpil-Party">

45 <edxl:hasContactHours>9:00AM - 5:00PM</edxl:hasContactHours>

46 <edxl:hasCommunicationMediaType>Telephone

47 </edxl:hasCommunicationMediaType>

48 <edxl:hasElectronicAddressIdentifier>

49 alexj@emergencyservices.gov.au

50 </edxl:hasElectronicAddressIdentifier>

51 <edxl:hasAreaCode>7</edxl:hasAreaCode>

52 <edxl:hasLocalNumber>3000

53 1234</edxl:hasLocalNumber>

54 <foaf:name>Dept of Emergency Services</foaf:name>

55 <edxl:hasCountryCode>61</edxl:hasCountryCode>

56 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

57 ontology/edxl.owl#Party"/>

58 </rdf:Description>

59 <rdf:Description

60 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

61 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4">

62 <edxl:hasDateTime

63 rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">

64 2006-03-24T09:00:00+10:00</edxl:hasDateTime>

65 <edxl:hasScheduleType>RequestedArrival</edxl:hasScheduleType>

66 <edxl:hasLocation

67 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

68 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4/

69 rmsg-Location_3"/>

70 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

71 ontology/edxl.owl#ScheduleInformation"/>

72 </rdf:Description>

73 <rdf:Description

74 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

75 rmsg-ContactInformation_6">

76 <edxl:hasContactRole>Sender</edxl:hasContactRole>

77 <edxl:hasPerson

78 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

79 rmsg-ContactInformation_6/foaf-Person"/>

80 <edxl:hasParty

81 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

82 rmsg-ContactInformation_6/xpil-Party"/>

83 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

84 ontology/edxl.owl#ContactInformation"/>

85 </rdf:Description>

86 <rdf:Description

87 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

88 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9/rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3">
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89 <edxl:hasQuantity

90 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

91 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9/rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3/

92 rmsg-Quantity"/>

93 <edxl:hasAnticipatedFunction>Restore power to critical

94 infrastructure in and around the Innisfail area

95 </edxl:hasAnticipatedFunction>

96 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

97 ontology/edxl.owl#AssignmentInformation"/>

98 </rdf:Description>

99 <rdf:Description

100 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

101 rmsg-ResourceInformation_8">

102 <edxl:hasResourceInfoElementID>002

103 </edxl:hasResourceInfoElementID>

104 <edxl:hasAssignmentInformation

105 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

106 rmsg-ResourceInformation_8/rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3"/>

107 <edxl:hasScheduleInformation

108 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

109 rmsg-ResourceInformation_8/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4"/>

110 <edxl:hasResource

111 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

112 rmsg-ResourceInformation_8/rmsg-Resource_2"/>

113 <rdf:type

114 rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/ontology/

115 edxl.owl#ResourceInformation"/>

116 </rdf:Description>

117 <rdf:Description

118 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

119 rmsg-ResourceInformation_8/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4">

120 <edxl:hasLocation

121 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

122 rmsg-ResourceInformation_8/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4/

123 rmsg-Location_3"/>

124 <edxl:hasDateTime

125 rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">

126 2006-03-22T09:00:00+10:00</edxl:hasDateTime>

127 <edxl:hasScheduleType>RequestedArrival</edxl:hasScheduleType>

128 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

129 ontology/edxl.owl#ScheduleInformation"/>

130 </rdf:Description>

131 <rdf:Description

132 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

133 rmsg-ContactInformation_6/foaf-Person">
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134 <foaf:lastName>Jones</foaf:lastName>

135 <foaf:firstName>Alex</foaf:firstName>

136 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person"/>

137 </rdf:Description>

138 <rdf:Description

139 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

140 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9/rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3/

141 rmsg-Quantity">

142 <edxl:hasQuantityType>MeasuredQuantity</edxl:hasQuantityType>

143 <edxl:hasAmount>2</edxl:hasAmount>

144 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

145 ontology/edxl.owl#Quantity"/>

146 </rdf:Description>

147 <rdf:Description

148 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

149 rmsg-ResourceInformation_8/rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3">

150 <edxl:hasAnticipatedFunction>Aerial surveillance to determine

151 extent of flooding</edxl:hasAnticipatedFunction>

152 <edxl:hasQuantity

153 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

154 rmsg-ResourceInformation_8/rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3/

155 rmsg-Quantity"/>

156 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

157 ontology/edxl.owl#AssignmentInformation"/>

158 </rdf:Description>

159 <rdf:Description

160 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

161 rmsg-ResourceInformation_8/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4/

162 rmsg-Location_3">

163 <edxl:hasLocationDescription>Innisfail airport

164 </edxl:hasLocationDescription>

165 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

166 ontology/edxl.owl#Location"/>

167 </rdf:Description>

168 <rdf:Description

169 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

170 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_5">

171 <edxl:hasDateTime

172 rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">

173 2006-03-30T17:00:00+10:00</edxl:hasDateTime>

174 <edxl:hasScheduleType>EstimatedReturnDeparture

175 </edxl:hasScheduleType>

176 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

177 ontology/edxl.owl#ScheduleInformation"/>

178 </rdf:Description>
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179 <rdf:Description

180 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

181 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4/

182 rmsg-Location/gml-Point">

183 <wgs84_pos:lat_long>146.03 -17.53</wgs84_pos:lat_long>

184 <rdf:type

185 rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#Point"/>

186 </rdf:Description>

187 <rdf:Description

188 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource">

189 <edxl:hasOriginatingMessageID>urn:au-qld-eoc:12332

190 </edxl:hasOriginatingMessageID>

191 <edxl:hasSentDateTime

192 rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">

193 2006-03-21T11:58:00+10:00</edxl:hasSentDateTime>

194 <edxl:hasIncidentInformation

195 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

196 rmsg-IncidentInformation_5"/>

197 <edxl:hasMessageID>urn:au-qld-eoc:12332</edxl:hasMessageID>

198 <edxl:hasResourceInformation

199 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

200 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9"/>

201 <edxl:hasResourceInformation

202 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

203 rmsg-ResourceInformation_8"/>

204 <edxl:hasResourceInformation

205 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

206 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7"/>

207 <edxl:hasContactInformation

208 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

209 rmsg-ContactInformation_6"/>

210 <rdf:type

211 rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/ontology/

212 edxl.owl#RequestResource"/>

213 </rdf:Description>

214 <rdf:Description

215 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

216 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9/rmsg-Resource_2">

217 <edxl:hasResourceType>Electrical Power Restoration Team

218 </edxl:hasResourceType>

219 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

220 ontology/edxl.owl#Resource"/>

221 </rdf:Description>

222 <rdf:Description

223 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/
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224 rmsg-ResourceInformation_8/rmsg-Resource_2">

225 <edxl:hasResourceType>Patrol and Surveillance Helicopters

226 </edxl:hasResourceType>

227 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

228 ontology/edxl.owl#Resource"/>

229 </rdf:Description>

230 <rdf:Description

231 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

232 rmsg-ResourceInformation_8/rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3/

233 rmsg-Quantity">

234 <edxl:hasQuantityType>MeasuredQuantity</edxl:hasQuantityType>

235 <edxl:hasAmount>3</edxl:hasAmount>

236 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

237 ontology/edxl.owl#Quantity"/>

238 </rdf:Description>

239 <rdf:Description

240 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

241 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4/

242 rmsg-Location">

243 <edxl:hasPoint

244 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

245 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4/

246 rmsg-Location/

247 gml-Point"/>

248 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

249 ontology/edxl.owl#Location"/>

250 </rdf:Description>

251 <rdf:Description

252 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

253 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4/

254 rmsg-Location_3">

255 <edxl:hasLocality>Innisfail</edxl:hasLocality>

256 <edxl:hasThoroughfare>Downing St, 27</edxl:hasThoroughfare>

257 <edxl:hasLocationDescription>Innisfail Animal Refuge

258 </edxl:hasLocationDescription>

259 <edxl:hasPostCode>4860</edxl:hasPostCode>

260 <edxl:hasAdministrativeArea>QLD</edxl:hasAdministrativeArea>

261 <edxl:hasCountry rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/

262 Australia"/>

263 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

264 ontology/edxl.owl#Location"/>

265 </rdf:Description>

266 <rdf:Description

267 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

268 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/rmsg-Resource_2">
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269 <edxl:hasResourceType>Small Animal Sheltering Team

270 </edxl:hasResourceType>

271 <edxl:hasSpecialRequirement>A qualified veterinary surgeon

272 </edxl:hasSpecialRequirement>

273 <edxl:hasDescription>5-person response team to advise and

274 support local efforts to set up a small animal

275 shelter</edxl:hasDescription>

276 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

277 ontology/edxl.owl#Resource"/>

278 </rdf:Description>

279 <rdf:Description

280 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

281 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3/

282 rmsg-Quantity">

283 <edxl:hasQuantityType>MeasuredQuantity</edxl:hasQuantityType>

284 <edxl:hasAmount>1</edxl:hasAmount>

285 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

286 ontology/edxl.owl#Quantity"/>

287 </rdf:Description>

288 <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.example.org#">

289 <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/

290 ontology/edxl.owl#"/>

291 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Ontology"/>

292 </rdf:Description>

293 <rdf:Description

294 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

295 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7">

296 <edxl:hasScheduleInformation

297 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

298 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_5"/>

299 <edxl:hasResourceInfoElementID>001

300 </edxl:hasResourceInfoElementID>

301 <edxl:hasAssignmentInformation

302 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

303 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3"/>

304 <edxl:hasResource

305 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

306 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/rmsg-Resource_2"/>

307 <edxl:hasScheduleInformation

308 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

309 rmsg-ResourceInformation_7/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4"/>

310 <rdf:type

311 rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/ontology/

312 edxl.owl#ResourceInformation"/>

313 </rdf:Description>
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314 <rdf:Description

315 rdf:about="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

316 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9">

317 <edxl:hasAssignmentInformation

318 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

319 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9/rmsg-AssignmentInformation_3"/>

320 <edxl:hasResource

321 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

322 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9/rmsg-Resource_2"/>

323 <edxl:hasScheduleInformation

324 rdf:resource="http://www.example.org#rmsg-RequestResource/

325 rmsg-ResourceInformation_9/rmsg-ScheduleInformation_4"/>

326 <edxl:hasResourceInfoElementID>003

327 </edxl:hasResourceInfoElementID>

328 <rdf:type

329 rdf:resource="http://dl.dropbox.com/u/1054617/ontology/

330 edxl.owl#ResourceInformation"/>

331 </rdf:Description>

332 </rdf:RDF>
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Appendix D

Documentation for the
EDXL-OWL system

Table D.1: Method details of the EntryPoint class

Constructor detail

EntryPoint

public EntryPoint()

Default constructor.

Method detail

main

public static void main(java.lang.String[] args)

This method is the entry point to the program. It feeds the input XML file to
reengineer, and feeds its RDF output to the refactor.

Parameters:

args - name of the XML input file.
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Table D.2: Method details of the Reengineer class

Constructor detail

Reengineer

public Reengineer(java.lang.String fileName)

Initialises the input, and output file names, paths.

Parameters:

fileName - name of the XML input file.

Method detail

PerformReengineering

public boolean PerformReengineering()

This method uses the Java XSLT processor to apply XML2RDF XSL rules on the
input XML file. An RDF graph containing the triplification results of the input XML
is generated.

Returns:

true If the reengineering is successful, false otherwise.
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Table D.3: Method details of the Refactor class
Constructor detail

Refactor

public Refactor(java.lang.String fileName)

Initialises the input file name, path.

Parameters:

fileName - name of the RDF graph input file.

Method detail

PerformRefactoring

public boolean PerformRefactoring()

This method matches the the statements in the RDF graph to the EDXL-RM ontol-
ogy. An instantiation of the EDXL-RM ontology is created using the data from the
RDF graph.

Returns:

true If the refactoring is successful, false otherwise.

Process

void Process(java.lang.String subjectURI, java.lang.String objectURI,

java.lang.Boolean isLiteral)

This is a recursive method to process individual RDF statements. The EDXL-RM
instance is modified on each recursive call.

Parameters:

subjectURI - long URI for the subject
objectURI - URI for the object
isLiteral - true indicates a literal, i.e. datatype property. Object properties are
denoted by a false value.

TransformURI

static java.lang.String TransformURI(java.lang.String URI)

This method replaces the outlier conditions in the URI to produce a URI that is
compatible with EDXL-RM model.

Parameters:

URI - input URI to be transformed

Returns:

output URI after transformation
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InitialiseOntolgyModels

static void InitialiseOntolgyModels()

This method initialises the reference ontology, i.e. EDXL-RM.

CleanURI

static java.lang.String CleanURI(java.lang.String URI)

Replaces the ’:’, ’-’ characters in URIs to maintain compatibility with the OWL
model.

Parameters:

URI - input URI.

Returns:

output URI.

HasParent

static boolean HasParent(java.lang.String URI)

Checks if the current URI has a parent element.

Parameters:

URI - input URI.

Returns:

true is a parent is present, false otherwise.

StripSpecialCharacters

static java.lang.String StripSpecialCharacters(java.lang.String name)

Removes unwanted characters from the input string.

Parameters:

name - an input string.

Returns:

output string without unwanted characters.
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GetParentURI

static java.lang.String GetParentURI(java.lang.String URI)

Returns the URI of the parent from a given URI.

Parameters:

URI - input URI

Returns:

URI of the parent

GetPredicate

static java.lang.String GetPredicate(java.lang.String predicateURI)

Returns the name of the Predicate from a URI.

Parameters:

predicateURI - URI of the predicate

Returns:

name of the predicate

GetSubject

static java.lang.String GetSubject(java.lang.String subjectURI)

Returns the name of the Subject from a URI.

Parameters:

subjectURI - URI of the subject

Returns:

name of the subject.

GetObject

static java.lang.String GetObject(java.lang.String objectURI)

Returns the name of the object from a URI.

Parameters:

objectURI - URI of the object

Returns:

name of the object
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